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Volume XXIV o. l(o

Students' Bill Of Rights
Adopted By Faculty
A tudents' Bill of Rights,
adopted by the three components of the Political
Science Department is being
utilized this emester, according to Or. Jerry

Assn. of Pan Am began

working up the tudentl Bill
of Rights last November and
lnb-oducecl it to tbe Political
Science faculty wbich
adopted It at the end of last

Polinard, head of the year.
Political Science Depart..
Though the bill now apment.
plies only to students in
Students in any govern- government classes, Dr.
ment, criminal justice or Polinard said he hoped it
sociology class will be would be adopted campusprotected from unfair wide.
practices by prote or
The students' bill of rights
teaching those classe under provides that:
the students' Bill of Rights.
l. Each st\ldent hall be
According to Or. Pohnard, issued a syllabus wiUtin lhe
the Bill of Rights is designed first week of the semester
to avoid the more common which shall contain the
problems students encounter professor' office number
with
professors."
It and hours, a complete list of
recognizes that studen~ are required texts, a tentative
UP wrrR PEOPLE CONCERT SLATED-Fifty
young persons wiU perform at the McAllen Civic
Center on F b, I at B p.m. Pan Am students will be

people entitled to certain
things," said Dr. Polinard.
The Political Science

PfOvided With a teaser at lhe circle on Jan. 29.

Up Witl1 People To P rform
The University Center

Program Council has chosen
a spontaneous way to ignite
the sprmg semester and
kick-off the 1976 Bicentennial year.
Up With People, an international cast of in•
dependents, noqprofit.
nondenominational, nonpolitical and educational
yotmg peopleranging ln ages
17 to 25 years old, will be in
ooncert at the McAllen Civic
Center on Feb, 1 at 8 p.m.
Prior to the Feb. 1 per.
formance, Up With P ple
wlll provide a preview
presentation ror Pan Am
students in lhe University

Circle on Jan. 29 at 11 :30
a.m.
Tbe actual group is made

up of :;oo yowig men and
women who travel in nine
international c st.s of

p

With People. The crust that

will perform in the Valley
has SO young people.
In describing briefly what
the Up With People musieal
production will include, Gail
Main, a cast member and
public relations director for
the group. said, "lhe performance will have singing
and dancing in a really
unique way that appea1s to
all age ."
While in the Valley the Up
With People cast will be in
need of housing. Eileen

the 1976 edition in January.

All copy and pictures must
be sent to the publisher by
Feb. 1 accordlng to Editor
Mart.ha Feldtman. otices
were sent to allol'ganluitions
at the beginning of the year
Wonning them of what was
required of them to be included in the yearbook. "11
your organization has not
. contacted the yearbook staff
by Jan. 23, don't expect to be
Included in this year's
book," Miss Feldbnan said.

Prito, another cast member
ho is also Ul charge of

exam, (essay, objective,

requested that any Pan Am
student or faculty member
who would care to house
some of the young people
cont.act her at the UCPC
office.

at this ti.me.

assignment shall Include:
Subject, length,

methodology. style. form
and due date.
5. Exams and ~ys shall
be returned to the- student no

requesl

later than two weeks after
the due date.

9. A sl'Udent 's grade shall
not be lowered for .ibsenoes

6. No more than 20 per cent

unle · the instructor has
announced a grade for class
participation.

of the weight of the course's

requirements shat be
assigned during the last two
weeks of the semester.
7. uHicient copies of an)'
reserve readings shall be
available.
Recommended
readings hall be made
reasonably accessible.

Tickets for the Feb. 1

performance will sell at $2
for Pan Am students, $3 for
general admission and $4 for
reserved seats. For ticket
information call 381-2611.

Students who beli ve their
rights have been violated
should submit their complaint in writing to the
Political Science student
representative, Jennifer
Heisler.

Spring Enrollment
Up Eight Per Cent

etc.) and the subject matter
publicity for the cast, ba.s to be tested shall be clarified
3. Each student shall be
informed o{ any essay
as.signment orth 20 per
cent or more of the final
grade, at lea t one week in
dvance. The assignment
shall include: topic, length,
methodology, style
(analytical, descriptive,
etc.) form, and due date.
-4. Each student shall be
notified within the first

'Ibis evaJuatiorui shall be
forwarded to the department
head. Results shall be made
available to the tudents on

Spring enrollmenl at Pan end of )ate registration
American University is up 8

today.

per cent from last year's

The Brownsville Center
showed a decrease with -431
students having registered
by Friday compared to 479
By Friday afternoon 7,771 last year on the same day.
students had enrolled at Pan Morris indicated. however,
Am, compared at 7,183 on that figures are expected lO
with
students
the comparable day last rise
spring. Enrollment is ex- registering late to attend_,,
pected to reach 8,000 by the Brownsville campus.

total at a comparable time,
according to Bill Morris,
director of admissions.

_____

Golden Anniversary
Committee Created
The

Pan

American

Golden Anniversary Planning Committee was crea~d at the
January session of PAU's
board or regents meeting.

Uruversity

'El Bronco' Staff
Wrapping Up Details
El Bronco y a.rbook staff
i wrapping up all details on

subject
outline
in
chronological order, and a
component breakdown f the
semester grades.
2. Each student shall be
notified, at least one week in
advance, of each exam
worth 20 per cent or more or
the final grade, The type of

8 Each student shall have
month of the semeste of an
major research projects the right to anonymously
worth 30 per cent or more of complete a standardized
the final grade. The evaluation or each course..

"The lack of group pictures and the chronological
order is making this book

unique. Because oI these
changes t stress th urgency
fo organizations to get 1n
touch with ," added Miss
Feldtman.
"My staff and I are very
pleased with what our proofs

are looking like. I believe
that the student bOdy also
will be pleased with their
·new · book. ' concluded

Feldtman .
To get in touch with the

yearbook staff call 381,2542

or go by Emilia Hall 100.

The 26-member committee
will bo appointed at PAO to
prepare a Golden Anniversary celebration and
(urth r bicentennial activities for the munths of
May, June and July of this
year.
Accoi-dlng to the regents,
Pan Am's Golden An•
niversary celebration wiU

early to tie in with
bicentennial.
Members of the committee
will be named by William
Parker Jr. of Houston,
chairman of lhe bOard I
will consist of four students
selected by the student
senate;
eight faculty
members selected by the
faculty senate; four administrators chosen by Dr.
Ra1ph Schilllng, university
president; t o regents
begin

selected by the board· four

former stud nts and fowcommunity leaders to be
chosen by the uni versi.ty
presid nt or the board of
regents.

RING REGISTR.AnON

T 11IE PAU FIELDHOUSE-Student registration

seemed remarkably steady and smooth despite the enrollment increase.

I48Editorials
1
Years
Progress

Bicentennial
Lines
DID YOU KNOW ...

Of

By Diana L. Banda
ln September 1927, a small two-year junior college
was founded in the Rio Grande Valley and enrollment
the first semester was a mere 153 students. Forty~ight
years later that same college, now known as Pan
American University, has an enrollment of some 8,300
students and its growth and expansion has been
phenomenal.
Back in 1927, Edinburg College consisted of orily an
auditorium, Administration BuHding, Science
Building, Industrial Arts Building, Faculty Club, a
Ubrary, and was located on 8 Ave., an area known
today as the old campus.
Slowly but steadily, however, the college grew into
Pan ~ c a n College, and f~lly in 1965 PAC was
accredited as a full-fledged four-year state-supported
university.
_
Since the college's inception, buildings have been
springing up, and as enrollment increased with _each
semester the demand for expansion had to be fulfilled.
In a coupie of years the $5 million Learn~g Resource
Center will be completed and Pan Am will boast the
best-equipped, most modern LRC in the United _Stat~s.
Besides being
one of the fastest growtng 111•
stitulions of higher learning in Texas,_Pan Am c~ also
be proud of being a university with a fine reputation f~r
its educational standards. The faculty at Pan Am 1s
one of the finest and best qualified in the state.
And, so now, as Pan American University prepares
to celebrat.e its Golden Anniversary, we the students of
PAU can sincerely be proud and know that Pan Am bas
accomplished goals worth celebrating, and hopefully
feel the same sentiment which the first freshman class
of this university expressed in an article published in
the first campus newspaper: ''The perpetuation of tbe
high ideals and aims of this college is the task that
confronts every student. We are desirous of seeing a
true college atmosphere pervade Edinburg College
and envelope all in its inspiring spirit,"

Has America Truly
Reached Its Goals?
By Gilbert Tagle
This nation is occupied by people who share one
thing in common. Every group of people bas immigrated or at one time bas had kinsman who have
been immigrants.
Besides immigrants, there are refugees who have
had little or no choice in deciding positively that the
United States is the ideal place to relocate. Most
recently the Vietnamese refugees are such an

example.
People argue about ethnic majorities and minorities
and in doing so demonstrate discrimination and
prejudice. Yet if viewed with an open mind, the only
people who truly deserve the tiUe "Red-Blooded
American," are the American Indians who, if I recall,
were supposedly in America when Columbus landed at
San Salvador and again when did the Pilgrims at
Plymouth.
If viewed even more, a simple deduction would indicate the Indians, too, had to have had migrated from
elsewhere. Whether it's Indians, Blacks, Chicanos,
Orientals or whites, everyone should be entitled to the
tenn "American.''
No one group is better than another, just luckier. It
might well have been the Blacks or Chicanos as a
majority and the whites as a minority, struggling to
find a place in a society that varies in its degree of
fairness.
If tbe period between 1776 and 1976 were to be
evaluated, Americans might be able to detennine for
themselves whether the tJnited States has accomplished what the founding fathers set out to do as
they tended the birth of a nation.
It bas been almost 200 years since the Continental
Congress adopted the Declaration of Independence in
Philadelphia.
At present, after long preparation, the American
public is commencing the bicentennial cel.ebrations,
Throughout the United States there awaits the pomp
this commemoration is destined to receive on July 4.
Everybody is pushing the bicentennial year.
Throughout the nation all that can be heard is freedom
and equality, 200 years of it. Ob, the pride, the joy and
especially the good feeling because the United States is
the greatest nation in the world.
.
The United States is still a young country and in
comparison to other older countries it h~sn't do_ne any
worse but as patriotism seems to continue being the
theme' for the Spirit of '76, wouldn't it be great to see
Americans strive to mold this nation into what otber
nations believe it to be.

The first potato chips were
introduced by a Negro chef
about 1865. Potato chips
originally were manulactu.red in 1925 by A. A. Walter
and Co at Albany, N.Y.

***

The trading stamp was
originated by Thomas
Alexander Sperry ln 1891. In
1892 he organized the Sperry
and Hutchinson Co.

***

CaMed beer was placed
on sale in Richmond, Va., in
1935. It was distributed by
the Krueger Brewing Co. at
Newark. N.J.

Where Is The Beer?
By Gll.BERT TAGLE
To drink or not to drink
seems to be the question
being asked these days by
Pan Am students.
For a while last semester
it seemed there wasn't
anything to stop the sale of
beer and wine on campus. It
appeared that the only
confirmed standpatter that
dared a "no" vote was a lone
PAU Board of Regent
member.
Everything happened so
suddenlv that the proprietors ·across University
Drive and Sugar Road
showed little or no concern
with the major decision to
obtain the license and set up
the taproom.
A contest was held, a name
was chosen and the Snack
Bar became The Sports
Page,
(the soon-to-be
remodeled location for a
pub-like room for Pan
American students, st.a.ff,
and faculty. :Meanwhile,
proponents of the sale announced that rules and
guidelines would be followed
in selling the beverages.
Then shorUy before the
end of the fall semester,
during the last meeting of
the
Pan
American
University
Student
Association Senate for 1975,
two representatives from a
local Christian student

Letter

Policy
The
Pan
American
welcomes letters to the
editor. Letters submitted
should be kept to a
mamnum of 250 word.5 in
length and should be free of
obscene or libelous.material.
The editor reserves the
right to edit letters, but
preserve the intent of the
writer. When necessary an
editor's note may be used to
explain the purpose of the
letter.
All letters submitted for
publication must be signed.
Letters must be turned in no
later than noon the Friday
before publication at Emila
Hall 100.

center asked permission to
approach the Senate with a
request.
The representation sought
to circulate a second student
opinion poll concerning the
favored sale of beer on the
PAU campus. There was
some heated discussion
among the senators who by
this point weren't exactly
unanimous that the first poll
conducted during
registration by PAUSA was
fair in representation. A
Christian group on campus
stipulated the PAUSA poll
didn't Involve a reasonable
number of student oplnions
and further indicated that
there was a large percentage
of students who opposed the
sale than the 34 per cent

polled.
The Student Senate voted
and accepted to allow a
second poll provided cert.a.in
guidelines were followed.
Immediately after the
meeting came the executive
veto thereby delaying a
possible senate override
until January 1976.
Presently beer on campus
has yet to materialize. With
the Edinburg city commission having delayed
approval for Pan Am to be
granted a special zoning
ordlnance, it seems logical
that PAU students, both for
and against beer. question
when precisely beer will
make its debut on campus.
According to proponents
who released to the news
media last fall details
concerning the sale, it. was
expected that Pan Am
students would be drinking it
up sometime this semester,
but as itis, the only bever~ge
of some potency being sold
on campus at present is Dr.
Pepper.
Personally I disfavor the
sale of beer, however, I also
feel thatfor the sake of the 48
per cent o[ the student body
that favored beer on the
opinion poll there should be
made some type of tentative
date announcement to the
students so as to reassure
them that beer will be sold at
the Snack Bar, alias The
Sports Page.

Letter To The
Editor:
I am writing this letter to
cotTect the letter written and
published in the Dec. 10 Pan
American paper. As a
concerned senator I resent
the implication made that an
senators are sitting doing
nothing for the benefit of the
students they represent. I
was not informed or notified
in any shape or form about
the special meeting called
Dec, 3, 1975.
Yet, some of the same
senators who are crying
about
senators
not
representing the students,
failed to
saw me, yet
mention this meeti1'g to me.
I wonder why? Think about
it awhile.
I think the next time an
article is written about
student government, the
facts should be stated fairly.
Some student senators , but
not all are unconcerned.
Sincerely,

Janis Fuller
Senator-School of Education

Pan American

Classified Ads
CHILD CARE.
Daily,
nightly, weekly. Babysittirlg
for working mothers attending classes or social
engagements. Phone 686-

***

Impregnation by means of
artificial insemination was
made in 1866 by Dr. James
M. Sims, a gynecologist and
chief of the Woman's
Hospital, New York City.

***
ThePan American
Editor
Assoc. Ed.
Sport~ Ed.
Slat!
AO.Mgr,
Photos

Diana L. 81nda

GIibert Ta11r,
David Newman
Ray Hall

Gre11ort0Garn Ill
Jim aremar

Edi:tle lhmtrol
Smiley En~1qun

Harry Quin
. The P.an American stuoant
newspaper at
P.an American
University Is
published
by
Student Publlcation1, Emlllll Hall 100,
phone lll-l~t. at Edinburg, Texas,
7U39, uct, Wednesday excrpt durln11
eumln.allon• •nd holidays under Or
M ke Nevarez. vice presld1nt for
Sludenl Allain •nd ttarry Quin, ,111,
vlur. Views preaented are those ot
students and do not neceu1rlly rofleC1
those ot Ille University Id•
mtnlslrallon, SubscrlpUon prln by
m.all, SJ • year. Corttrlbullons and
leners to tlle edilot should be sut,.
miffed by noon the Friday balore
publiutlon. Both m,1y be edited.
Latten should not •~cHcl 250 wordJ In
tenglh.

****

6405.
TELEVISION
PHOTOGRAPHER.
Creative and personable
work with 35 mm and 16IIWl
as well as graphic products.
Send resume and salary
requirements to Student
Publications, Box 6, Pan
American
Univ~ity,
Edinburg, Texas. Equal
Opportunity Employer.

SpttlaliaJq ID Wbl&e Flour
Taco A Teltillaa
.ms
Pboae
P«H MeAlle■ 612-3176

r-----------,I

I

cue TH1s Ao ANO BRING 11 1N
FOR A fllEE SPRAY WAX

I;HAUTOMATiCA*I

IJj c£~,e!.l~Fl

-----

304 NORTH TENTH

McALLEN

OPEN 8:30 A.M. To 6:00 P.M. 686-9366
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Suicide: Death By Self-Infliction
dating steadily can never be
sure that one day somebody
else will come along and
Edltor1 s Note: This is the break their relationship.
The only sure thing that
first in a series of three
articles dealing with suicide every man can be certain
about is ''death." Death
among college students.
eventually becomes a part of
There are few things lo everybody's life.
this world man can never be
Accordin_s to Karl Mencertain about. Weather ninger, author of " Man
forecasters can never be Against Himsell." " suicide
sure that today's report will is an escape from an inbe tomorrow's weather. The tolerable life situation."
United Nations can never Webster's defines it as being
expect a peace accord the act or instance of taking
between two countries will one's own life voluntarily
remain unbroken. A couple and intentionally.

By Gllbert Tagle

Death, or say the cessation
oflife, comes in many ways.
People die of illness, freak
accidents, murder, traffic
accidents,
epidemics,
catastrophic events and
suicide.
Statistics show that
suicide occurs 60 times
daily, 365 days a year for a
total of about 22,000 times a
year in the United States
alone.
One usually reads i.r) the
obituary column of a
newspaper
about
somebody's death or if the
person had some degree of

Statement OfPurpose
For PanAmRevised
A new statement of purpose, or philosophy, was
approved by both the faculty
senate and the board of
regents. recently. The
revised statement reads:
Pan American University
exists for the purpose of
providing quality education
through the discovery,
organization, preservation
and
dissemination
of
knowledge. In carrying out
Ibis purpose, the University
commits itself to reflecting
and fostering the best
features of'the multi-cultw-al
heritage of its location;
promoting the exchange of
ideas and persons to
facilitate an understanding
of community-local, state,
national, and international;
answering the needs of and
encouraging service to the
community; aiding all
University members to
develop increased skills in
communication;
encouraging freedom of
thought and the assumption
of responsibility for actions

Tutoring
Available
To Vets
Male and female veterans
of the armed forces of the
United States attending Pan
American University are
reminded that there is
tutorial assistance available
for veterans, according to
Derly Guajardo, veteran
coordinator at Pan Am.
Guajardo identified a
veteran as anyone who has
been 180 hours of active duty
days after Jan. 31, 1955, in
any of the military forces.
He stipulated that according to public law
number 92-540, veterans are
entitled up to $60 per month
in tutorial services up to 12
months or
until a
maximum of $720 is utilized.
Guajardo
urged
all
veterans wanting to know
more about the tutorial
assistance program to go by
Emilia Hall 101 MondayFriday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
or call at 383-2280.
Students interested in
working as tutors for the
veterans are also asked to
contact Guajardo in Emilia
Hall.

and for exrression of ideas;
providing programs and
options which recogmze that
each student, as an individual, has the right to
pursue areas of learning for
which he is capable and
suited and in which he is
interested;
providing
curricular
and extracurricular experiences
conducive to the intellectual,
moral,
and
physical
development
of
all
students; encouraging the
humanistic development of
every member of the
University by providing
strong curriculum offerings
in the arts, human1ties, and
sciences; recognizing the
legitimate concerns of

prominence the story may reverses , humiliation, cidents or unusual oceven appear on page one.
frustration or unrequited currences, all of which can
When a suicide occurs love.
be labeled tragic.
family members, relatives
Suicide claims the lives of
The pressures of handling
and frjends tend to draw as young and old alike. It is school work. the pressures of
litUe attention as possible to more frequent in single obtaining a degree, the
the death . This caution can persons than among married pressure of pleasing strict
be attributed to the boun- couples and occurs more in parents, the pressure of
daries of pride and time of peace than in war- taking on responsibility and
reputation set forth by our time.
the pressure of findinJl
American society.
someone
to be tolerable are
About
a
year
ago
the
''Good people just never do
things like that," so goes the University of Tex-as at the primary causes for a
Austin closed off the Tower high suicide rate among
common belief.
People often are quick. to to spectators, students and university students in the
condemn victims who more tourists. This closing came United States,
often than not have com- as the result of a high perThere is no pride in
mitted suicide in a moment centage of suicides among suicide, no glory and cerUT students who ended their tainly no rational prediction
of imptilse and confusion.
Authorities have searched lives by jumping off the as to when a suicide will
for possible motives that Tower.
occur, but as college
•
victims have had prior to
College students every
students continue to g{ve in
taking their lives. Men- year take their lives in a
to the pressures that
ninger believes suicide is the number oC ways. Students
sooiety's evils present, the
simple and logical con- commit suicide by drug need for preventing it grows
sequence of ill-health, overdose, self-inflicted
more important.
discouragement, financial wounds, self-induced ac-

students with vocation and
providing strong curricula
leading to career opportunities; providing
persona] and adademic
A Bachelor of Arts degree the proposal meets approval clinical practicwn.
counseling and career
in Speech and Hearing for by the Board. New courses
planning for all students;
The Coordinating Board
encouraging
research Pan American University will
include
directed will make a decision in April
leading
to
discovery, was approved by the Board teaching in speech and and if the program is aporganization,
refinement, of Regents last semester and hearing therapy, anatomy
proved, Dr. J.C. Nichols,
and effective transmission of is under consideration by the and physiology of the speech
vice-president for academic
knowledge; encouraging the Coordinating Board, Texas an~ hearing mechanism,
affairs,
said Pan Am would
growth of the professions by College and University speech pathology I and II,
preparing students for System in Austin.
audiology.
diagnostic initiate the program during
successful graduate and
Nine speech courses and procedures,
language the first summer session of
professional study beyond one education course will be development, auditory and 1976.
the undergraduate level; added to the curriculum if \risual communication and IIIIUIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
and providing a functional
and aesthetic campus for the
use and pleasure of the
Pan American University
University and area communities.
presents the

Career Planners
Ready To Help
Pan Arn students are special
and
physical
reminded by the Placement education majors can
Office that there are four consult Rosa Hernandez of
career planners available on the School of Education in
campus.
Education Complex 14.
The planners are prepared
Barbara Breaden from the
to aid students in planning a
career, selecting a course, School of Social Sciences is
finding part-time jobs, the one to see in Office Bldg.
understanding the university C, room four, if help is
catalog, deciding on majors needed by students majoring
or minors or solving in psychology, sociology,
problems concerning tbe hostory, government, law
enforcement, social work or
university.
political science.
For the School of Business,
the career plaMer is Dora
Career planner, Betty
Soto, who serves students Peveto, for the School of
seeking to acquire BBA Humanities is prepared to
degrees and BA degrees in serve majors in English,
economics. Her office is in Art, Drama, Spanish, Mass
the Business Administration Communications, Music and
Building 222 J .
Speech. She is in room five
Elementary, secondary, of OB C.

Degree Under Consideration

USTA WOMEN'S
PROFFESSIONAL TENNIS TOUR
featuring the

greatest young women players in the world
playingior

$10,000.
.

.

1n prize money
THE DATE: January 25 through February 1

mE PLACE: Pan American University
THE WORLD'S CHECKER CHAMPION
Challenges You

TO A GAME OF CHECKERS!3Y MAD., •
U you would like to try your skill agamst_the Gutnness
Book of World Records Checker Champion, send one
dollar and a sell addressed stamped envelope to:

PHIL SHAW
ONE CHECKERBOARD SQUARE

TICKET PRICES:
Mon, Tues, Wed, & Thur (Jan. 26-29) afternoon matches outdoor at Orville I. Cox
Tennis Stadiwn: $2 daily
Friday (Jan. 30) afternoon and evening indoor matches (quarterfinals) in Field
House: $3
Saturday (Jan. 31) evening indoor matches (semi-finals) in Field House: $4
Sunday, (Feb. l) afternoon indoor matches(finals) in Field Bouse: '5
Series tickets; $15 (seven days)

Students Student Tickets: ½ Price

P. 0. 801( 1978
,BIVERVIEW, FLORIDA 33569

All indoor

sea.ts reserved

FOR INFORMATION CALL: 381-ZUZ
Everything furnished Checkerboard-Oleckers-Full Instructions

Tickets may be purchased in athJetic office

M
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************
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in
Europe,
promotes
professional development
and establishes professional
standards of social work

Anzaldua

1 Named To
Committee

practices and policies,

Hermila Anz.aldua,
associate professor and
coordinator of Pan Am"s
community
services
program, bas been named to
tbe program committee of
!he National Association of
Social Workers ( NASW) in

Dr. Cruz
Wins Award

Dr. Gilbert Cruz, professor
of history at Pan Am was
awarded a $300 priu for
third place at the eighth
annual "Presidio La Bahia
Awards," recently spou•
Washington. D.C.
sored by the Sons of the
This committee bas been Republic of Texas.
charged with helping NA.SW
Dr, Cruz was awarded the
achieve a wtUied program prize for an unpublished
with consistency in program manuscript
entitled
planning and ~aluati.on. use, "Spanish Town Patterns in
of resources and the the Borderland: MunicJpal
development
of
ac• Origins in Texas and the
countability guides for Southwest, 161~1810."
national and local unit.'3,
the manuscript
was
Toe NASW has members presented to St. Louis
in so $tales, Puerto Rico and University ln Missowi..

ewscope

*********** ..
***********:

broad field major in Nur- colonizer and governor.

Degree
Proposed

sing .

The program is designed
to meet the upper level

Wright also indicated lhal
On the following day the the buy-back is closed and
group will go to Jimenez to will not open until May.

present the plaque to the
educational needs of city.
registered nurses to improve
The Pan Am board of nursing care.
regents bas approved a oew
degree program for a
The
Pan
American
Bachelor or Science in

Nursing.

The proposal ha been
forwarded to the CoordinaUng Board, Texas
College

and

University

Union Merger

Society
To Take

University Federal Credit
Union merger with the
Edinburg Teachers Credit
Union should be complete by

Tour

System, at Austin for study
The Rio Grande Valley
and approval. If approved by Historical Society is taking a
the Coordinating Board at its tour to Jimenez and Cludad
April meeting, the program Victoria, Mexico, Jan. 24 and
wUI begin durlog the fall •2S to dedicat a plaque to
semester, according to Dr. Jose de Escandon, the
J. C. Nichols. vice president founder of the Mexican state
for Academic Affairs.
of Tamaulipas and the
The proposal would permit colonizer of the settlements
lbe inauguration of ad- along the river from Laredo
ditional
undergraduate to Reynosa.
studies leading to a
Or. Hubert J. Miller,
bachelor's degree with a associate professor of
History, will speak to the
historical society on the
evening of Jan. 24., at the
Sierra Gorda Hotel in Cludad
Victoria Dr. Miller will
speak al>out Escandon,
stressing his work as a

Feb. 1 according to Terry
Pan Am rlcan University
Alllson, Pan Am board students have a chance to be
president.
recogniz.ed m the September
All PA UFCU business will 1976 College Issue of Playgirl
take place in a special office magazine.
on the premises of the
Edinburg Teachers Credit
Playgirl is sponsoring its
Union at 312 W. Univer ity in 1976 Writing and Scholarship-Internship Program
Edinburg.
ror college students from
more
than 1,500 departments
urs
Book tore
of communication, creative
The University Bookstore writing, English and jour•
will be open from 6:30 - 8:30 nalism.
p.m. tonight and Thursday,
according to Phillip Wright,
Contestants must be fulJ.
assistant manager.
time students, English or
The bookstore will be open Mass
Communication
from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. majors or be currently
daily
throughout
the taking a course in comrem~der of the spring munication and be either in
semester.
their junior year or entering
their senior year iD the fall of
1976.

Missioa: Alfredo RodriguE!'l,
Equivale.ncy Program Alamo; Tomas Hinojosa.
graduated 98 studenls al the Salineno; Nicolasa Lopez,
December commencement Edcouch; Bartolo Cruz Jr.,
eiercises, according to Raymondville; and Ar·
Clementine Cantu, director mando Cebrera, San Benito.
of the pr: ram.
Juan Chavira, assistant
professor in lhe Department
of Behavioral Science at Pan
Am, was the guest speaker
at the gradllf)tion eiercises.
HEP honor graduates
Included Eugenio
Benavidez, Diana
ino,
A Memorial Service for
David Leal and Celia
Miramontes from OoMa; long-time Pan American
Antonio Martinez, 'anti.ago University emptoye, Mrs.
Garcia and Hector Garza, Martha Yvonne Willi , was
Edinburg; Ricardo Garcia held last week in the Chapel
and Josefina Alvarado. of the Lord•s Prayer at PAO.
McAllen; Arturo Palomares, Mrs, Willis, 55, did Jan 9 in
Edinburg Genera] Hospital

contact Or Ted Von Ende,
head of lhe Department of
English and Mass Communications, in LA 103, for

Interested students should

School

Pan Am

Employe

Succumbs

ELORSAT FRESHMEN ORIENTATION-A peer counselor (t'ellter)
helps beginning freshmen at freshmen orientation. There were several peer counselors present during orientation to assist students with any problems that they might
have bad. ( Photo by Eddie Ramirez}

Peer Counseling
To
Continue
peer

coumeling Study
Skills Program inltiau..-d last
The

fall by Ole Counselin_g Center

at Pan American Universjty
wlll conbnue during the
spring semester, according
to Mrs. Sylvia S. Lujan,

coordinator of counseling
services at Pan Am.
The major objective of this
program which trains upper
clusmen as student counselor:., ls to increase the
probability or successfuJ
dJustment

into

the

and conduct group sessions,
survey common academic
adjustment problems,
advise on effective time
management p ocedures,
report student asststance
resources avnilabJe and plan
appropriate correcUve
measures for identtrying
academic weaknesses
through the use of effecl1ve
sludy materials
The peer counselors also
are trained to advise through
lncllvidual or group sessions

university envU"onment for
entering college freshmen . on reading textbooks, taking
lecture notes , writing
said Mrs. Lujan.
taking
To accomplish this ol> themes,
jec ve, the peer counselors examinations, making oral

have been b·amed to conduct reports improving m mocy,
group
and individual improving concentratlon
sessions to explain rule and and managing time.
Counseling sessions will be
procedures. scholastic
r uJations and procedures, held each period everv day
gr duation
reqUirements, so that stud nts will be ble
colleg curricula and course to schedule their parplanning.

The peer counselors plan

ticipation at their convenience said Mrs. Lujan

t

Program

HEP Graduates 98
Pan Am's High

PEER CO

Playgirl
To Sponsor

,,,,

details.
The winning students will
be notified by April 30, 1976.
tudent have an opportunity lo COIJlpete for
more than $6,000 in
scholarships
and
internships. Twenty college
udents will sh.are in the

scholarship awards, along
with their deparb'nents.
The stu ents wilh the t.op

e:ntries in both fict.ion and
non-fiction

writing will

eceive a $500 scholarship, a
$1.000 six-week internship at
Playgirl's headquarters in
Los Angeles 1 plus have their
after a long illness.
Graveside services were writing published in the
held in her hometown, September issue of Playgirl
magazine.
Mexia, Jan. J2.
Mrs. Willis had been with

OVER 15,DOO RECORDS~

~~ I

AND TAPES
TO CHOOSE FROM. ..
•

• a:,mtry •

1~:}

• Cla:SSK:al

.• STEREO.....
-·················••
QUAD •
•
•••••••••••••••••••• •••

el centre

OUND

employed
as
senior
secretary to dean of instructional ervices.
A memorial fund has beeo
set up to send a donation in
h r memory from friends at
PAU to the Rio Grande
Radiatioa Treatment
Center. Persons wishing to
donate ma)
end lheU"
c-ontribution to Helen Snider,

• easy isteling • comedy • chihhn
• ALlllJMS • I TTIACX • CA$SET1lS • RIB T'O RIB

Pan Am 10 years and was

•

~

~

~

ot the Registrar's Office.
Checks should be anade out
o lhe Rio Grande Radiation
Treatment Center.

FOR CLASSROOM
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL

THE

SCHOOL
ROOM
OF DICK OFFICE SUPPLY
1807 N.. 10th McAllen1 682-6306

1

70 St;udents Listed
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On All-A Honor Roll
Of the 398 Pan American
University students on the
fall semester honor roll, 70
made the 4.0 all-A list with
the remaining 328 students
listed with a 3.5 - 3.9 GPA,
according to the Registrar's
Office.
Making the all-A list by
town and in alphabetical
order were:
Lauro
McALLEN
Acevedo, Paul Barnett,
Yolanda Cortez, Josefa
Guerra, Neil Innes, Sally
Miller, Katherine Morgan,
Juan Rodriguez, Mark
Savarino, Brian Schwiesow,
Angus Wright and Martha
Zavaleta.
EDINBURG
Carol
Bundy, Jennifer Heisler,
Mary Hunter, Roman
Peisinger III, Sharon
Saunders, Mary Smith,
Doris Spellman, Elizabeth
Underwood, Hector
Villarreal and Raymond
Weeks.
WESLACO - Noble Allen,
Lloyd Bietsch, James
Dostart, Irene Ellison, Joyce
Goode, Kitty Snead, Tomina
Vance, William Veal and
lrma Villalpando.
HARLINGEN - Edmand

Bercot, Pablo Cortina, Mary
Flores, Janis Fuller, Gerald
Gathright, Clifton Pearce
aud Jerilyn Tindel.
BROWNSVILLE
Argentina Garcia, Samuel
Jenkins, Terrye Jones,
Elizabeth Maldonado, Susan
Murray, Maria Reyes and
Nelda Reyna.
MISSION - Virginia
Alanis, Jose Alvarado,
Maria Anzaldua, Diana
Garcia, Dianne Gutierrez
and Richard Mehis.
MERCEDES Gary
Gulley, Cynthia MarchaJ1t,
Barbara Miller and Gilda

LA GRULLA - Antonia
Rivera.
SAN ISIDRO - Eloy
Montalvo Jr.
PHARR - Judy Chu Lee.
SAN JUAN - Hector Serna,
ALAMO
Carlos
Rodriguez Jr.
EDCOUCH • Rosalie
Jalomo.
ELSA • Juan Gonzalez
RAYMONDVILLE - Nelda
Castillo
LYFORD - Katherine
Warrington
SAN BENTI:O - Steven
White

Salinas.

HOUSTON - Frank Baker
Jr.

DONNA- Vicki Isbell, Jose
Lopez and Sandra Rogers.

tinez Jr.

EL . PASO - Philip Mar-

Survey May hnprove
Registration Process
Student government really a big problem at Pan
together with Bill Morris, Am.
director of admissions,
According to Morris, the
conducted a survey during results of this sw-vey will
registration which will help in research and
decision-making regarding
determine if students' changes in the registration
inability to get courses they process. It also will help in
want during registration is deciding whether to go to a
computer registration in
which student$ would file
request tor the courses they
wanted to take, and the
computer would schedule
the student in those courses
based on some type of
Friday morning session.
priority, said Morris.
The student would submit
The Friday afternoon two choices for each of his
session will begin at l p.m. classes and should he not be
with comments from Celia able to get the ones he
Merrill from the University wanted the computer would
of Texas at Austin. Hector automatically schedule him
serrano from UT-El Paso in another without input
will discuss the role and from the students.
function
of
Mexican
Morris said the survey
literature. A panel of Pan may help this semester in
Arn faculty will conclude the that officials my be able to
Friday session. Panelists make a small adjustment
will include Dr. Ernest during late registration and
Baca, dean of the School of possibly add some courses.
Science and Math; Juan Morris suggests that those
Chavira, assistant professor students who did not get the
of behavioral science; and courses they wanted this
Dr. Roy Flores, division semester, try to get them
head in the School of today during the last day of
Business.
late registration.

Meet On English
Set For Tomorrow
"College English and the
Mexican-American" is the
title of the conference which
will begin Thursday at Pan
Am and continue through
Saturday, according to Dr.
Paul Willcott, assistant
professor of English and
Mass Communications.
The conference will begin
Thursday at 1 p.m. Business
Administration Building 110.
It is sponsored by the 0-ossCUltural Southwest Ethnic
Studies Center from the
University of Texas at El
Paso and the Language and
Linguistics Research Cent.er
at Pan Am.
Dr. Ralph Schilling,
university president, will
welcome participants to the
conference.
The first session will be
moderated by Dr. Willcott.
Rosaura Sanchez from the
University of California will
present a lecture on the
writt.en English of MexicanAmericans.
Donald Peel of the Point
Isabel Independent School
District will present a
linguistic study on the nature
of the Spanish-speaking
students being sent to
college by the public schools.
Jan Seale of Pan Am and
Caroline Willard from
Bakersfield will conclude the
Thursday session.
The Friday morning
session will be held ill UC306. Gustavo Gonzalez from
the University of Calliarnia
will kick off the session with.
a speech on persistent
English language difficulties
in the speech and MexicanAmerican college students.
Tom Hatfield, president of
Austin Community College,
Jack Holliday of Pan Am,
and R. L. Cowser from
Wbarton County Junior
College will conclude the

CAFETERIA
HOURSM-F
Breakfast-7-8:30 $1.10

Lunch .. 10:45-1:30 $1.40
Dinner - 5-6:30 $1.40

SATURDAY
NIGHT
STEAKS- 5-6 $2.10

SNACK BAR

HOURS
M-F Only 7:30-4

STUDENTS WAlTlNG IN LINE TO PAY-The first day of classes saw students
flocking to the bookstore to purchase those darn textbooks and supplies. (Photo by
Rector Cruz)

Business School Offers New Courses
began last night under
sponsorship of the Insurance
Women of Hidalgo County .
"Insurance 22'' will meet
every Tuesday night from 79: 15 p.m. in Education
Building 105. A national
Economics 3357 /5357, examination is scheduled for
''Economics of Poverty," May 5.
will deal with the study of the
causes and social conEdna Villar, director of
sequences of poverty and the programs for the School of
effectiveness of income Business said successful
transfer programs. Wellare
reform, social security,
pension plans, medicare.
national health programs
and negative income tax
plans are some of the topics
to be covered in the course.
Economics 4357 /5357,
Pan American University
"Regional
Urban students now have access to
Economics," will focus the
Department
of
attention on the economic Behavioral Sciences
theories
and
policies evaluation sheets they filled
associated with regional and out at the end of the fall
w-bal\ development. Topics semester, according to
to be discussed include Stephen Liebowitz, inlocation theory, industrial structor of sociology.
development, economic base
studies, transportation and
housing with special emStudents who took courses
phasis on the growth and in the Department of
developmentt of the Rio Behavioral Sciences during
Grande Valley.
the fall can review those
In addition, a non-credit evaluations by requesting
property insurance course the PAU faculty evaluations
The School of Business
Administration at Pan Am i:s
offering several new courses
this semester, according to
Dr. R.N. Mc.Michael, dean of
the School of Business.

completion of the 15-week
course is the second step
toward certification in
general insurance and
professiorud designation in
the Insurance Institute of
America.
Further information on the
three courses may be obtained by calling Mrs. Villar
at 381-3354.

Evaluation Sheets
Available To Students
at Office Building J 107.
Liebowitz ,indicated
review sheets are available
for
all classes taught by
Drs. Dolores Reed, Valerie
Ruder, David Alvirez, Roy
Cain, Gary Montgomery and
instructors Juan Antonio
Chavira
and
Stephen
Llebowitz.
Liebowitz said that the
evaluations might help
students in deciding which
professors to take classes
with.
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Move Record To 9-3

Hot Basketballers Keep Firing
Marshall Rogers pwnped
the ball through the hoop 32
times last Saturday night
and in the process lead Pan
American to its ninth victory
in the 1975-76 season. Rogers
whistled through 16 field
goals in 28 tries and 16 free
throws in 17 tries for a total
of 48 points, his high for the
season.

The Broncs claimed a
pretty confortable 116-84
victory over University of
Te.xas at Arlington while
Rogers was putting on his
aerial show. The hot-scoring
night raised bis nationleading scoring average to
36.2 after 12 games. Monday
night's game was played
after presstime.

The game, which dropped
UTA's season mark to 4-10,
was stopped momentarily
when Rogers scored hls onethousandth point as a Bronc.
His teammate,
Jesus
Guerra, has t)le same honor
coming up soon, since the
Roma native has a career
total somewhere around 985.

Rogers gained the 1000-point

honor in two years as a
Bronc, while it has taken the
assist-minded Guerra four
years to achieve Cow- -figure

status.
For tbe Arlington bunch,
Freeman Sparks scored 23
and Freddie Anderson 19.

Pan American Hosts $10,000
Pro Tennis Tournament At Cox
Pan American's growing

tennis reputation will be
given another shot in the
arm with the Women's
Professional Indoor Tennis
Tournament moving into
Edinburg next Monday.
Over 90young tennis women
will be competing for more
than $10,000 in prize money
in this week-long event.
Pan American University

the Racquet Club of McAllen
for this qualifying tourney.
The wirmers have a chance
to compete in the $100,000
Virginia Slims of Akron,
Ohio, tournament.
All
proceeds earned will go to
the Pan American Tennis
Assn., which is the main
supporting group of Pan
American 1 s nationally
recognizable tennis
program.

NINE MEMBERS of the USTA Women's
Professional Tennis Tour pose for the camera. 'Ibey
are (standing left to right) Penny Moor of England,
Liz Smith of California, Ruth Allen of Scotland,
Rosemarie Spillane of Atlanta, and Pa·m Hobbs of
Cohasset, Mass. Kneeling left to right are Marcey Schwan of New York, Robin Harris of California, Beth
Norton of Hartford, Conn. and Allee Tuombley of Las
Vegas, Nevada.
These are nine of the 96 young ladies that will be
competing for over $10,000 in prize money in Edinburg,
Texas, Jan. 21 through Feb. 1. The Valley stop on the
usrA women's pro tour is sponsored by Pan American
University.

PA U Pos-ts 18-Game
Jump Over Two Years
Pan American University's exciting and improving basketball team has
the distinction of being the
"most improved" university-level squad in the nation
over the last two years. Tbe
Broncs were a lowly 4-22 in
1973, but quickly moved to a
22-2 mark in the 1975 season,
that's a nation-leading jump
of 18 games.
The 1974 season, which
was wedged between the two
already mentioned, was a
13-9 year and the first year of
Abe Lemons' coaching stay.

The 22-2 mark last year was
the second best record in the
country, and the best record
of any major university
Independent.
On a year-to-year basis,
Holy Cross jumped 11 games
from 1974-75 ( last year) to
lead all the nation's
universities. Kentucky
jumped 10 games, Pepperdine nine games, and Pan
American nine games. Four
other teams jumped eight
games.
The Broncs stand 9-J this
season, and will be playing
again this week.

Monday's starting matches, along with Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday's,
will be played on the openair courts of Orville I. Cox
Tennis Stadium on the Pan
Am campus. The quarterfinals on Friday, the· semifinals on Saturday and the
finals on Swiday will be
played indoors (Pan Am
Fieldhouse)
on the artificial surface owned by the
University.
Not only will the pros be
competing against each
other, they will be taking on
a partner ( drawn at random) bearing an amateur
status for the pro-am
doubles events. These
amateurs will be taken as
entered ( the first 16 women
and the first 16 men) and
placed with their pro partners. Anyone can enter, but
only the first 16 of each sex
will be accepted for the
eompetition. There is an
entry tee of $25 for each
amateur competitor.
All the entries and spectators enjoyed the pro-am
part of the tourney last year,
and anyone interested in
enjoying it this year is asked

to contact Lynn McNabb or
Scott Buell, Pro-Am Tournament Directors at the
Racquet Club, 686-8821.
The Pro-Am will begin on
Tuesday, Jan. 27, the finals
and semi•finals will be
played indoors before the
regular pro matches. The
semis will be Saturday and
finals on Sunday, just like
the pro matches.
Tick-ets are $2 a day for the
outdoor matches (four
days), $3 for Friday's indoor
quarter-final matches, $4 for
Saturday's
semi-final
matches, and $5 for Sunday's
final matches. A total billing
on that runs $20. Students
and faculty members are
admitted at bal[:price and
tournament passes can be
obtained for $15, which
admits the buyer to all seven
days of action. Those tickets
also carry a reserved-seat
status. More information,
and these tick.els, can be
obtained at the Pan An:i
Ticket Office.
Tickets by mail should be
sent to Athletic Ticket Office,
Pan
American
University, Edinburg, Texas

LEADING SCORER on the Broncs and in the nation
this season is Marshall Rogers ( 14), a &.2 senior guard.

78.539.

Want a

More meaningful
Outlook
ID your life?
Today?
Right here?
There's a Public Talk
Sunday, Jan. Z5

At The Sheraton

Fairway Motor Hotel

Tee-Room In McAllen
About
"lndJvlduallzing God's Power."
It's sponsored by toe
ChrJstian Science
Church In McAllen
It's free (no obUgatlons
or collectio~ - just some
Mighty belpful ideas).
It's lor you.
U begins at 3:00 p.m.
Stop by.

BIP-SUOOTING for the Broncs is Jesus (Chuy)
Guerra, the Roma All-American who is the 1976 floor
leader for the Pan Am squad

GalJagher's Travels

1Nc

Sraal.sld -:},, J,..wl ~~·u

ITINEll'.AIJll 1U '"'-ANNll>
•DOflT I. l<>TlL

ARII/\NGEM EN'IS

r111wtl INSU......Ct
TM\/n.lRS CMIQI.JlS

1mnA-C~

',1 f••'

)'11111 r.f
11,-~,. ,.~ '""'' \rnt,r ..
U~t I,,.. f,y
lh 1 l.• t .,,.""

AIR • IT

com HO MOll TO

EDINBURG

BROWNSVILLE

383-6238

541-4911

115 W. MAHL

39 NORTH
PARK PLAZA

IUY TIC Km FROM us - SEA
McALLEN

686-1704
2112 N , 10TH

HARLINGEN

423-0704
606
E. HARRISON
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Guerra Feeds Big Bronc Scorers
No athlete in the history of
Pan American University
has helped so many teammates achieve national
honors as Jesus ( Chuy )
Guerra has done. Guerra,
the 5-foot-10 senior guard for
Pan Am's basketball team,
already has broken all Bronc
records as a play-maker.
He's cw-rently averaging
12.2 assists and 12.6 points.
Guerra's 134 assists in ll
games probably rank No. 1
in the nation. (The National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association doesn't compile

All-America from Roma,
Tex., with a reputation as a
30-plus scorer himself.
Guerra promptly switched
styles to become a playmaker because that was
what the team needed.
As a freshman be helped 610 Pete Perry average 20
points and become a firstround draft choice of the
Los Angeles Lakers. Guerra
set a PAU assists record
with 169,
His sophomore year,
Guerra dropped to 124
as a freshman High School assists (while averaging 14.4
points), but his accurate
passes helped Bruce King
finish second in the national
scoring race with a 31-point
average.
Then as a junior Guerra
smashed all Bronc assists
records, averaging 9.9 a
game and totalling 189, as he
guided the attack that
produced a 21'2 rec-0rd plus
Rogers as the nation's No. 9
scorer.

assists records.)
Guerra
quiu-With
terbacking the offense, Pan
Am has fought to an 8--3
record despite playing six of
its first 11 games on the
road. (Saturday's game not
included).
And Guerra's sharp
passing has helped Marshall
Rogers maintain a 35.1
scoring average that r ~
No. 1 in the U.S.A. Assisting
a teammate gain national
honors is nothing new for
Guerra. He came to Pan Am

Going into Saturday
night's home game against
Texas-Arlington. Guerra
already has come within 55
assists of last season's totaland he has 14 games left to
play.
"There isn't a finer allaround guard in the country
than Jesus Guerra,' Coach
Abe Lemons said before
Chuy's junior season--in
which Guerra made the
Academic All-America
squad.
"That little rascal can
PLAY,'' Lemons said. "I
don't know what I'm go.ing to
do when Rogers and Guerra
leave-find out where they
are going and go there too, I
guess.
Guerra's final home game
as a Bronc will be Feb. 20.
Like PAU fans, his teammates wiU miss him,
because his play-making has
led them to some of the most
exciting moments in Bronc
basketball.

Lemons Moves Up
On Victory List

JESUS GUERRA puts one up in a recent Bronc bame
game. Gue1Ta ranks as the No. 1 ~man in Pan Am
buketball history.

Athletic Director Abe University, his alma mater,
Lemons of Pan American for 18 years before coming to
University, whose team's 22- Pan American in 1973.
Ray Mears of Tennessee '
2 record topped the national
list of major independents in now leads the nation's active
1975, bas moved No. 8 spot major-college coaches with
among all major-university his .743 percentage. Dean
Smith of North carolina
basketball coaches.
The 22-2 record, plus of 20 ranks second.
C. G. (Lefty) Driesell of
victories , helped Lemons
jump from the No. 12 Maryland ranks No . 3,
position among all NCAA followed by Frank McGuire
(South
Carolina),
Al
coaches a year ago.
CAPACITY CROWDS have been passing their nights
Lemons owns a 344-192 McGuire (Marquette), Fred
in the Bronc Fieldhouse, they've been treated to a 9-3
record and .642 percentage Taylor (Ohio State), Guy
season thus far.
in his 20 years of coaching Lewis (Houston), Lemons,
major-university basketball. Norman Sloan (North
He coached Oklahoma City carolina State) and Ray "l'll
'
Meyer (DePaul).
The second 10 include two
other coaches in Texas- Bob
Polk of Rice, No. 12, and
Jack Martin of Lamar, No.

MARSHALL ROGERS passes underneath during a
recent contest In the Pan Am Fieldhouse. Rogers is
currently averaldni 36.2 DOinll per ume.
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Intramural
Deadlines

Approaching

REBOUND GRABBERS for the Broncs this year are
Gilbert King (left, in white) and John McDowell (24).
These high-jumping forwards both average 10-plus in
the carom department per game.

An intramural deadline is
fast approaching the student
body. Tommorrow, Jan. 22,
is the deadline for entering
Mens'
Volleyball
and
Womens' Volleyball. The
specific moment of that
deadline is 12 noon.
Another deadline, the one
for
Co-Recreational
Volleyball, is no later than
Feb. 3, at 12 noon. Anyone
wishing to enter these
specific endeavors sllould
spike his way into the intramural office and set his
name on the line.

rr==~i=il::l:::::ia:..=====----------.......:=ft

mexican food
fresh everyday
7 a.m · 7 p.m Mon.-Sat

SlatesMcAllen Tourney

2).

"Purpose or the Top
Twenty Basketball Coaches
is to foster recognition on
national level of the most
successful men in the
profession," said Elmore
(Scoo p) Hudgins of the
Southeastern
Conference,
who originated the list
The 20 major-<:ollege head
coaches who have won the
most games are ranked in
the order of their winning
percentages. These range
from Mears' .743 to Martin's
.542. Lemons' latest team
played .917 basketball - a
better percentage than any
coach on the list achieved
last season, and second
nationally to Indiana.

'fhe President of the Evonne Goolagong, v-.rglnia
Women's Tennis Association Wade
and
Martina
(WTA), Chris Evert. has Navratilova.
made an announcement that
Those four stops in Texas
will change the future for San
Antonio
Austin,
many young women tennis Midland and McAllen.
players. The WTA and USTA
are giving co-sponsorship to
a new Futures Circuit for
ambitious players.
These women will be
touring in the winter and
spring months, with four of
the stopping points being in
EJ Cealro Mall
the state of Texas. These
717-7512
women will be playing
ALSO 1111 ECINSIJFIG
383--8491
qualifying tournaments in
order to place their young,
T-SHIRTS
ambitious bodies in the
JERSEYS
Virginia Slims Circuit with
LE'ITERING
the like of Chris Evert,
NUMBERS
IIEATTRANSFERS

\~"'1ta""caf\tla
,1

Por,~r•,
105 N.
Sugar Rd.

FUtures c·}rCU}·t

~

McALLEN --1 412 I-IOUSTON - 6866671

PHOTO-SHIRTS
CUSTOM
PRINTING

EDINBURG-216 N 12th - 383 5082

~"~...::.

Best Wishes For The New Year

110 N. 12th

Edinburg

~ OONNA--909 MILLEA

~~~,~

383-2432

~

c'-''"''c

464 2541

PHARR · - 413 E CLAAK-787 -91131

FOR 9CHOOLS, CLUBS,
CBUllal GROUPs •
011IER

ORGANIZATIONS!
WESLAC0- - 1200 E. 61h -968 5039
MISSION --1 201 CONWAY-685 4576
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Hints For Establishing Student Credit
day, but when the subject of
credit is broached, the
picture begins to change. As
soon as you mention credit,
the people in the stores
become evaaive and start
talking about credit cheeks,
financial reliability and
other equally high sounding
financial terms.
It is not impossible for a
student to obtain credit with
one of the local business
establishments, put It is not
an easy thing to do.
The majority of store
managers and proprietors
are more than a Utile leery,
and probably justifiably so,
of granting credit, and or,
loans to students. It seems
many students have a way of
disappearing at the end of
none.
the semester, sometimes
ln an effort to discover just leaving a few debts hanging
where the student stands in up in the air. Of course, to
the local financial picture label all students as deadthe Pan American decided
beats is doing a great intalk with some of the local justice to the larger segment
business people to find out of the student body who are
just how the student fits in financially reliable and
with the rest of the com- attempting to set op a good
munity, specifically in the credit balance.
area of credit.
A few of the larger stores
It seems all of the local that were contacted have a
business men are happy to policy of not granting any
have students as customer· credit, under any cirand wm accept their mone, cumstances, to a student.
at abnost any hour of the But, surprisingly, these
ByRAYHALL

Don't look now, but the
recession has peaked out and
our country' s financial
situation is on the up-swing.
Financial advisors on the
national scene are all
poiltting to a broader money
perspective for the Bicen•
tennial year. Tight money
has begun to loosen up and
the economy ts expected to
return to a pre-recession
flush.
So how does lhat affect us,
as students?
In case you have forgotten,
students do have a position
in lhe economic community.
Granted, It is a very low
position on the totempole
but as money-matters go,
any position is better than

t;

merch~ndisers are in the
nun~nty. ~ student c~n
obta~ _crecht under certain
cond1~1ons . If you are
marned, a ve_te:an . or
preferably ~oth, 1~ LS farr1y
easr to obtain credit as most
businesses. I!, you ~appen to
be from the unmecbate .~ea
and your pa~ents are willing
to act as co;-s1gners,. you ~ay
also obtain credt t fat~ly
easy. If Y~U ~e holdmg
down a full-tune J?b, or_ even
a steady par~ti.me Job ·
anything that ".'1111 guara!1t~
you a steady mcom_e · tt 1.5
!1ot too hard to. obtain crecht
tn some establishments.
~ose w.ho hav~ _the most
difficulty m ?btaining some
type of ~edit are the ones
who are "Just students," and
cannot _show any ~YP! ?f
s~dy income. While it 1s
diffi~t for ~h«:se students to
obtain credit in the normal
manner, there are ways that
the red-tape can be circumvented.
.
Sa~ de la Garza! asslStant
cashier at the Ftrs~ State
Bank and Trust o{ Edinburg,
suggests that a student ~ay
try to borrow money against
a ~vings account ~o buy ~e
desrred ~ercban~e. It lS
m1:1ch easier to ~btatn a loan
usmg your saV1Dgs account

Elementary Ed Degree
Being Considered
extension of an
undergraduate minor field in
bilingual
bicultural
education.
Pan Am justifies the
proposal due to the percentage of Mexican American students attending the institution and
because of the geographic
area served
by the
university which is rich with
Spanish
culture
and
tradition. Furtherjustification is linked to the
fact that 85 per cent of the
students in the public schools
in extreme South Texas have
Spanish surnames.
Because most teachers
trained at Pan Am complete
their student teaching experience in classrooms with
Mexican
American
children and because many
The overall program of these future teachers will
would be new to Pan Am but, find employment in these
at the same time, also be an same classrooms, the

The Coordinating Board of
the Texas College and
University System is considering a request for a
master of elementary
education degree with a
major in bilingual bicultw-al studies for Pan
American University.
The proposal was forwarded to the Austin-based
board by Dr. J. C. Nichols,
vice president for academic
affairs at Pan Am, after
approval by the regents.
Designed primarily (or
training
bilingual
bicultural master teachers
in the elementary field, the
program would also train
supporting personnel such as
specialist and trainers in
bilingual
biculturaJ
education programs.

as collateral. There are
certain advantages to using
this method of credit. If you
borrow the money from the
bank you will receive the
money at a lower rate of
interest tha~ you would
normally obtam from one of
the merchants' er.edit pla~.
De la Garza explained that 1t
is the policy of his bank, and
others are similar, to lend
the money at about 2 per
cent above the current interest rate being paid on
savings accounts. Another
advantage is that your
savings remain untouched
and you have developed a
good credit reference, if you
make your payments on
time, that you may want to
use in the future for
establishing some other
ctedit account.
Jack Wright, part-()wner
and manager of the Credit
Bureau o[ Edinburg, points
out that it is extremely
important for a student who
bas obtained credit for the
first time to really work to

keep his credit record clear.
" li you have obtained credit
or a loan, be sure to take
care of it as you have contracted to do," he said. This
means making the required
number of payments by the
required deadlines, even if
the amount is rather small
and seen1s unimportant.
••Although no specific credit
records are kept on students
as such, records are kept on
all credit transactions and a
poor
credit
record
established while in college
can return to haunt you
later, after school, when you
are ready to establish some
heavier credit accounts," he
said.
While the overall -credit
picture may sound rather
dismal f.or most students,
there is really a brighter side
to the picture. Some stores
actually seek student credit
accounts and are rather
happy to provide students
with merchandise on a payby-th~month basis. Roberto
Ramos, manager of the

Edinburg Sears store, says
that many of his customers
are Pan American students
and many of them have
credit accounts.
Even some local grocery
stores are willing lo grant
credit, although on a limited
basis.
The one place where it ls
impossible for a student, any
student, to obtain credit is on
the PAU campus. B. J, Pigg,
manager of the Pan
American Bookstore. says
thisisnotanarbitraryruling
by the administration, but an
actual state law. "When Pan
Am
became a statesupported institution, we
took on all of the state rules
that went along with the
support," Pigg said. ''This
policy extends to the faculty
and staff as well as the
student body. Not only is
credit not allowed, you
caMot even use a national
credit card, such as
Bank.Amerfoard or Master
Charge, for purchases on
campus."

By Smiley

assistants and resident
employees to help the
students with any problems
involving the maintenance of
the dorms. The entire staff
does a great job of keeping
the residents happy and
satisfied in their new home.

very good deal
Residents enjoy the
convenience of a buzzer ( an
electrical device used to call
a student from the main
office to his room>.
telephone
service.
(messages from a phone call
or visitor) and mail service.
A laundry and television
room ace located in each
dormitory building.
Dorm residents receive
three mea~ a day with as
much as they can eat
provided at each meal.
Although there were a few
gripes about the food not
being very good last year, (
personally feel it is a
satisfying meal compared to
some restaurants.
The fact is that Pan Am's
dormitories are a great
advantage over any other
type of living quarters and
make attending college a lot
easier.

Dorms p rov1•de
EC on Om1· Cal L1·v1·Ilg
Enriquez

What could be of great
importance to a student
attending a college far from
home who does not know bis
way in bis new surrounding?
Pan Am's residence halls
are considered a fantastic
remedy for a student in such
a situation. Although some
students Ceel the dorms are
too expensive, the majority
o[ the residents regal'd the
dorms as being great
compared to the cost of
apartment living and the
sky-rocketing cost of food.
They feel the domis make
their life away from home
simpler and more coofortable.
The dormitories are
operated by highly qualified
directors who are trained for
such a job. They in turn

teacher
preparation
program at Pan Am is
committed to the concept of
bilingual
bicultural
education as a training
model.
There are presently 15
upper-level graduate
courses in
education,
English, sociology and
history which would be
utilized for the proposed
program, If approved at the
Coordinating Board 'i; April
meeting, the program will
begin in the summer of 1976
with
four
additional
education courses and one assi1!n
advanced Spanish grammar
course.
At the present time, nine of
38 Texas state-supported
colleges and universities
offer a similar but not.
identical program for a
master 0£ education with
specialization in bllingualbicultural education.

two

eraduate

There is one fixed charge
for both room and board
which can be paid in instalbnents by the student.
When looking for advantages
of dorm living, one has to
consider the overall simplicities involved. The only
bills a resident bas to worry
about are the dorm
payments and the telephone
bill if the sudent chooses to
have one connected. Such
items as light,
water.
central air and heating are
included in the price paid for
living in the dorm. Considering the price of such
necessities. it proves to be a

Parking Changes Delayed
Rearrangements and
relocations of parking
assignments
in
~be
University Center parking
lot will be delayed because
construction of another
parking lot across from the
d O r m s by the Highway
Department has been
delayed, said Dr. John C.
Nichols, vice-president for
academic affirs.
Construction
of the
parking lot between the
Administration
Building

west (>f Sugar Rd. , should
get underway by the summer according to Or.
Nichols, and abanges in the
UC parklng lot are expected
to become effective by the
fall semester. Changes include mpving all dorm
student parking to the new
Jot and installing short term
parking meters in spac':S
near the bookstore and ilie
Universiti Center so that
students with short business
The parkmg lot to bE in both pla es may park
across from the dormitories, conveniently close- to them.

and the Education Building
should be completed in the
next couple of weeks.
Changes affecting the new
parking lot and the parking
lot at the Education Building
are expected to get underway this semester. As
soon as the parking lot · is
completed, the Education
Building parking lot will be
left completely for student
parlting.

PARKING LOT NEAR COMPLETION-The site of the new parking lot to be completed in a couple of weeks is between the Education Building. and the New Ad·
ministration Building. The new lot will be reserved for faculty parking.
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Student Senate
To Fill Vacancies
The Pan American Uni·
verstiy Student Association
Senate has approved a
election
on
special
Feb . 11-12 from 9 a.m.
until 4 p,m. to fill 12
vacancies in the Student

Senate.

·'COLLEGE ENGLISH AND THE MEXICAN-AMEIUCAN"•- Rosaura Sanchez
from the University of California was the first speaker to present a lecture at the
conference held Jan. 21 in Business Administration Building 110. It was sponsored by the
ross-Cultural Southwest Ethnic Studies Center from the University of Texas at El Paso
and the Language and Linguistics Research Center al Pan Am .

Panelists To Discuss
Future Of Women
Dr.
Arthur
Lloskey,
associate professor in the
deparnnen1 of Elementary
Education at PAU , will lead
a panel discussion on the
future of women. The
discussion, entitled "Future
Shock-Where Will Women
be in the 21st Century?",
will be held at 7 p.m. on

Workshop
Scheduled
Feb. 5-6
A workshop in. management by objective for
department
heads
in
Affairs, those in the federal
programs, is scheduled for
Feb. 5-6. according to
Frank Herrera , finam;isl aid
'1irector.
The workshop wiJJ be
,nuucted
by
Herrera,
Daniel AJvirez, direcrOT of
Instil uiional
Research
DeveJopment and Evaluation; D1. Ted Von nde,
bi.lad of English and Mass
C:ommurucations
Depart•
ment, and
Ray Ortiz,
Uni\'ersity comptroller.
The workshop will be
held from 9 a.n1 to 4 p.m.
on both days and il'
tentatively schedult:d to be
held at the Echo Motor
Hohll m Edinburg.
The purpose of lhe wo1ksho p, ~aid Herrera, is to
acquaint department heads
with
management
by
objet:tive.,

which

a

-:ystem

by

managers operate.
The workshop will cover
the definWon of MBO. how
it works, the b.mefits. disadvantages and also how
and wh en to implement 1t
Herrera said he hoped
this sysh:m would be imple•
menled
at
PAU
by
September 1976.

Feb. 3 in the north side or
the Pan American Univer.;ity
Ballroom.
Featured in th.is fifth
session or the mini-<iourse
·'Studies About Women''
will be a panel made up of
female and male faculty
members,
students
and
other Valley residents experienced in the field of
human behaVi.or.
Audience
participation
will be encouraged as the
panel ponders such questions
as: " Are we suffering from
future shock? Are changes
occurring too rapidly? Will
concepts such as male and
female he obsolete in the

educalicnal
approach
focusing on the contribution
of women in the past,
present and future.
The stmes is sponsored by
the Edinburg AAUW in
cooperation
with
Pan
American University and i
aimed at elevating the status
of women without designating that of men as well as
reaffimung the ultimate
ideal
of
total
human
liberation, allowing each
individual, whether male or
female,
the opportunity
lo achieve his or her full
potential.
Dr. £dward Sim.men of
the
Univeysjty
of
the
future?"
Americas, Puebla, Mexico,
"SLud1es About Women" will conclude the 1975-76
is coordinated by Gloria "Studies About Women"
Bliss Moore, president of series on March 2 wilh ·'The
the Edrnburg branch or the Chicana-A-Changing Culture:
American Association of A History of the Chicana in
University Women (AAUW) the American Short Story:'
and an English instructor
The senes i.s open to the
at PAU
public with licket available
Conceived in comm mo- at the door at .SO cents per
Pan
American
ration ofLb1;1 United ations' session.
taff,
lnremational Women's Year University faculty,
and the U.S bicentennial, students and their spouses
the inter-disciplinary studies will be aclmittcd free wilh
ID
emr1has1ze a rauonaJ and

PAUSE To Meet
In Get Together
The monthly PAUS , gettogether will be held Friday
beginning at 5 p.m. with a
happy hour at th~ Palmetto
Inn across from Pan Am,
a(:cordi11g toJluberl J Miller
acting president of PAUSE
AU faculty,admimi.trative
and s\aff persMnel and their
spouses are weJcome to the
get-together lo share in the
opponuruty to v1s1t and
socialize with university

personnel. Chips and dips
will also tie provided by
PAUSE.
The main obJective of
PAUSE. according lo Dr.
Miller i to provide periodic

opportunities

for

persons

from various ·egments of
1he university lo meet each
other Memhership in PAUSE
is still available wilh payment of $3 due , said
Dr Miller.

The approva] came in lhe
first P USA senate meeting
held on Jon. 22 in the
music room of the Universi! y
Center.
The vacancies include
three openin~ in the School
of Business. four in the
School of Educalion. two in
the School of Social Sciences,
two in the School of
Humanities and one in the
School of Science and Math.
Students interested in
filing for a senate position
should pick up p-etitions at
UC 314 starting Feb. 2.
Deadline for filing is Feb. 6
at 5 p.rn.
PAUSA president Hollis
Rutledge announced to the
Student Senate that student
government and the Pan Am
administration would seek
the opinion of Texas Atty.
Gen. John Hill concerning
the possible denial of a
~pecial zoning ordinance by
the Edinburg City Commission to Pan American

University
Rutledge contends that
this move will determine the
principle of whether or not
the City of Edinburg has the
right to reject the s;ile of
beer on state property.
Senators also learned
that PAU students will have
one dead day this spring
semester. Tl1e de.ad day
will be conducted on a Lrial

basis on May 5 during which
no classes will be held and
student will have free time
for
preparing for final
exams.
RuUedge w:irn that any
violations on lhe part of
faculty and students will
canceJ the possilliJity of
any additional dead days
in the furture.

UCPC Entertainment
The Univen.ity Center
Program Council at Pan Am
promiSes an afternoon of
entertainment Thursday in
the University Center Circle.
Up With People, the inter•
national cast of youngenlertainers will pre.~ent a preview
perfonnance
from
11 :30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
of their entire show which
will be held Sunday al 8 pm.
in the McAllen Civic Center
auditorium. Tickets . for Lhe
Feb. 1 performanc~ are available in the University Center
office.
Immediately
following
the Up With People pet!

forrnance, Conrad Solis antl
other campus students will
entertain at the circle horn
12:30 p.m. lo 2 p.m. A
UCPC recruiting table will
also be set up at this time
when: free ice-cream bars
will be served to UCPC

recruits.

At 2 pJn. the Peace Pilgrim,
a lady who has allegedly
walked 25,000 miles for
peace, will give a lecture at
the ¢lrcle..
The entertainment will
come to an end at 6:30 p.m.
with a UCPC general council
meeting in University Center
307.

Leaming ABBis-tance <Jenter
Hires Reading Specia/,ist
The expanding Leaming
Assistance Center will be
featuring
an
additional
service to Pan Am students
with its current additionof
a reading specialist, Tony

Romano.
Romano, from Arizona
College of Technology, will
be working at the LAC in
setting up courses in reading
to make available to students
to help t.hem improve their
reading
ability
and
comprehension.
The courses will consist of
comprehension exercises and
filmslrips,
and
Romano
hopes to set up a paperback library with newspapers. magazines and paperback books where students
in the mood for reading
may withdraw . He hopes to
ktep houn of 8:30 a.m. to
4 p.m. for lhc paperback
library during which time he
will aL~o schedule three or
four 1ilasses oi reading.
Ou ring these class periods
only students who signed
\Ip
for the classes may
receive help The r\!SI of the
time, however, will be open
lab tim,., for anyone wishing
to use the paperback library.
Romano tres ed, however, t11al ail plans al the
pre,senl time are only tentative since he isn't ~urc what
room he will be usmg or
what material he wilt receive
for Lhe reading program. He
did say. however, that he
hopetl to have some classes
available by February or
M:lrch and have the program
rolling by June or July if
everything got!S well
OnginaUy from Pennsylvania . Romano received

his bachelors degree from
Moravian
College
in
Bethlehem, Pa., and his
Master's from the University
of Arizona at Tuscon.Before
comin_g to Pan Am, Romano
was reading specialist and an
English profeSllor at Arizona
College of Technology at
Tuscon. He created lhe
reading program at ACT and
plan to do the . ame at Pan

Am.

"We hope to help 'any stu·
dent lhat signs up for a

reading course. We hope
students come in not only
to read better but also to
learn, I don't lhink its
unint.eUigent lo look for
help. Everyone needs heJP.
at one time or anther. •
stated Romano.
Romano invites not only
students but anyone wishing
help Lo stop by amt sec him.
He can be n.:achc<l in Oflice
Bldg. E or by caJling

381-2621.

Tony Romano- Reading Specialilll

Bicentennial
Lines

Students Bullish
In LA Halls

Did You Know?

Excuse me. Hi , Brenda, what clan are you going to?
Sociology! I'll see you later, Bye! Oops, sorry ... etc
This kind or verbal communication can be heard ringing
tb.roughoUL the halls of the LiberaJ Arts: 8uilding at Pan
American Univen;ity during rush minutes between classes.
Now you·re wondering what the excuse me and oops,
sorry ue for. Well, if you have ever bee:n in the LA Building
between classes on MWF mornings, I don't Lhlnk I have to
ex-plam, but for those (ortunatl' ones who have classes
elsewhere, I will explain them.
To be honestly frank, the LA halls are a sardine c11n
during this time. To get from one room to another just
across the haU could mean murdeT, to say nothing if you
have to go from one end of the hall to the other. To get
around in there really takes some ingenuity! It means poking
and pushing a nd squinning and queezing.
To make the crowdedness worse, some people are so
thoughtless they stand tight in the middle of the hall and
converse with a friend, blocking any traffic trying to gel
through.
So. to all who have classes on MWF momin~ in the LA
Buildin~f or any other time when it's really crowded, all I
can say is ·'drive friendly" and "keep on truck.in'."
-Diana Banda

The first woman mayo1
of a city over 200,000 population was Mrs. Patience
Sewell Latting, sworn in
1971 as mayor of Oklahoma
City, Okla.

Sidewalk Placement
In Wrong Locations
Pon. f\rnerican. like all
univers111es, has a rew
problems.
From time to time we like
to draw your attention to
some of the more glaring
difficulties.
To even the most casual
observer, the fact that tl1e
majority of students here tlo
not use the sidewalks is
immediately apparent when
one studies the · traffic
patterns" across the grassy

lawns.

This article is not meant
to be a tirade again t students'
grazing
habitsalthough the sub1ect may
warrant some attention
in the future-but rather a
comment about the placemen.t of sidewalks on our
campus.
For the past week lhls
writer ltas attempted to
wa-lk only on the sidewalks
when crossing the campus.
Needless to say, this was no
mean task. After several
days of being late for class
and even getting lost afte;
a wrong turn or two J
decided thal some brilliant
engineer has placed the
sidewalks in all of the wrong
locations.
One cannot blame stu•
dents for taking lhe shortest
possiblerouteacross campus.
With only IO minutes

0 000"

The first autopsy was per•
formed in I 5 36 in Florida
on Phillippe Rougemenl, a
victim of lhe plague.

The first national beauty
pageant wast he Miss Americ.pageant held Sept. 7-8, 192L
The award to the most
bea-utiful girl was be towed
16-year•oltl Margaret
lo
Gorman ofWash.iogton.D.C.
The
first
automated
"tellerless" bank was opened
in Lo Angeles in 1970. lt
was a branch of the Surety
National Bank.

Student Activities
please do so in writing and
turn in your appe:iJ either
at the student government
office at 314 or with
Dr. Richard R. Chapa, dean
of men.) Mrs. Clem Cantu
is the admi.rustrator serving
on thi committee with
MI. John Morris as a repre•
sentative from the Business
Affairs Office and Dr. Gray
Monlgomery
as
faculty
member,

between cta es, it is some•
limes impossible to make it
from one end of the school
to the other without taJcing
a few ''shortcuts." Unfortunately. tl1is usual Iy means
walking ucros.,; the grass, or
I should say on the dirt
pa\hs since the grass has
been worn away for quite
some time.
The covered walkways
are nice, especially on rain,y
days, and they do lend a
definite sense of design to
the overall look of the
campus, but often limes
they just don't go in the
same directions students
have to take between
buildings.
Witb tbe rapid expansion
of our campus, it ii; going to
be necessary for us to take a
good, Jong look at the kind
of campus we wanl for the
future. Do we want a group
of beautiful new buildings
connnected by unsightly
"cow paths,'' or do we want
a campus that can be viewed
with pride in all aspects?
1 would recommend that
tbtt administration consider
installing some new sidewalks on this campus that
actually go to the buildings
by the routes that most
students are now Laking.
-Ray Hall

The first labor law
prohibiting discrimination
in the payment of wages
because of sex was the Eq ual
Pay Act of I 963.

By Patty 0. Navano

On behalf of Student
Government, I would like to
welcome you back to school
and hope that this seme ter
will be a good one for you.
Student Government is
organized to help individuals
cope with a variety of
problems and issues which
face and effect them every
day - from the academic,
administrative or political
level. If you have a prob·
lem, a suggestion or a
complaint. feel free to come
by the student government
office at the University
Center. room 314. The office
is open Monday through
Friday between the hours
of 8:00 a.m. and S p.m.
This past fall, PAUSA
e tabli hed
lhe Student
Faculty Traffic Appeals
Committee. The purpose of
this committee i to hear
appeals of traffic violations
administered
on
PAU
campus to students wishing
to appeal a particular infrac•
tion. The committee shall
also serve as an advi!iory
group to the Vice-President
for Business Affairs recom•
mending measures ci>f improvement with regard to
traffic security as necessary.
The Traffic
Appeals
Committee i.s composed of
three students appointed. by
the PAUSA pre ident with.
a.i,proval of the Student
Senate; Richard M. Pena,
student court chief justice,
Al Kamasaki; student court
associate justice: and lose
Gana, student at large.
(Any student wfshing to
appeal 3 traffic infraction

There will be a special
election co [ill all vacancieb
in the Student Senate on
Feb. 11·12, from 9 a.m.
until 4 p .m. Voting polls
will he located at the Snack
Bar, library, Engineering
walkway and the Science
Building. Students wanting
to vote must show their lD
card. There are three
openings in the School of
Business, four in the School
of Education, two in the
School of Social Sciences,
two in the School of
Humanities and one in the
School of Science and Math.
Petitions may be picked up
at UC 314 beglnnin__gFeb. 2.
Deadline will be Feb. 6 at
5 p.m.
PAUSA and UCPC will
sponsor a
Leaaership
Sero)Jl.ar on_ March6 . 1 bis
femina.r will be conrfucted
by Dr. Munekee and some
of bis collegues from the
S~hool of Business. Organi•
at1onal representatives and
high school student council
representative~ will participate in this all Jay Leadership Seminar.

PAUSA will lead the
student
BicentenntaJ
movement on the Tex.as
Student Asso\;~ation level.
We are looking for students
with ideas, motivation and
time to help us plan the
lc.ick-off. ff you are interested, come by UC 314 or
call at 381 -2661.
The Texas Public Interest
Research Grot.ip is a student
oriented and student funded
group who researches en•
vironmenlal discrependes,
consumer frauds and govern
mental
unresponsivene s.
TexPIRG has established a
chapter here
at PAU.
Officers include, Patty 0
Navarro, president; Steve
Parr, vice-president; Elda
Carcia, secretary;aud Bert1ia
Tessmer, treasurer. There

will be -a local TexPIRG
(Taken from Famous
meeting
on
Thursday
J-anuacy 29, 1976 at 3 Q.m. Pirsl Facts and Records by
at
UC 306. TexPlRG J. N. Kane)
members will be petitioning
st.udents on campus to see if
they will be willing to
support the c:hapter, Tables
will be placed at Vanous
campus locations beginning
Feb. 2. The local chapter of
TexPIRG i also represented
on th.e State Board by three
The student book exlocal board members and by change did not open to
Patly 0 . Navarro who was students
Uus
semester
selected
as state vice- because there were several
preSident.
new book titles being used
by instructors, (lccording to
Several
senators and Patty Navarro, Pan American
other students have been University Student Associ•
sworn to register voters. ation vice-president.
Miss Navarro did say that
PAU students who are not
registered to vote can do so the Exchange will reopen
either at the student govern• again next fall for students
ment office, UC 3 l4 or at interested in seJling their
one of the various booths textbooks at prices not set
that will be set up around by the University Bookstore.
campus.

Book · ·
Exchange

Ge1 involved in your
campus actiVities. How else
can you find out change can
be. effective, except · by
trymg.

f,ePan American I
Edito r

Olan.a L. Bend e

GIibert Tagle

AQOc. Ed.
Copy Ed.
Sports Ed.

Margot Hicks
Oavld Newman
Aosallnda Cruz
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R oy Hsll
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Ad . Mgr.

Jo h nny do la Vrn,.

Gregorio Gana 111

Photo s

Circulatlon
Grad. Ant.
Ad11 iee r

Jim Bramer
H ector Cruz
Joe M artinez
Jemfl Newman
Harry Quin

The Pan American nudant

newspaper at

Pan

Amerfcan

Ull111erslty Is publish ed by Stu·
do,nt PubH~tlo ns. Emilla Hell
100. phone 381-2541, at Edinburg.
Ta>cas-,
78539,
each
Wednesday e11cept during !\X8m•
lnation1 and holidays under
Dr. Mike Novare2. vice president
for Student A /fairs, and Horry

Oufn, advlAr. Views presented
er e those of ttudents- and do
not neces.serlly reflect thote of
t.he University ecl,-ntnlstratlon.
Subscriptio n pr,c:e by mall, $-3 a
year, Contribution, end lane,s
to the edftor~hould be submitted
by noon the Friday before

publ!ca(lon. Both mav be odlted.
L•ti•r• should not e11ceed 260
words In langth .

WITH EVERY
ROLL Of
COLORPRINT
FILM BROUGH

•N FOR
DEYELOPING

AND
PROCESSING I

***

PIIOTO ■m:
at

CRIS'
Gin

SHOP

2161. Cano
Edinburg

Prof Eval tions
Help Dept. Heads
"Did vou ee 1hot leilCher system as the. rt. ults will b
11va lable much quicker
today who we l\ad last
\ drawback of the evalusemester'/ I thoui;hl for
atiun ~heel • ac: ·ording to
5UJe h1.• wouldn I make i
l>r. Alvirez. is I hat students
nooth.er ~emester-evcryone
oftul'I time~ are no1 b . nest
turned in
·uch ;i low
when 1he~ fill them out.
evaluation sheet on h!m !"
hey don t wont to hurl JI
Ever womJer how 1nud1. 1profo.
·or or .:ause a rop in
lhose
l' uluation
heels th1:11 own gr de 1:1 they giv
mean or who exactly h s to. 11 nice repora on him. -ven
iill Lhem 6ut? A <;Ording to
though student
do n l
the Pa.fl m Facu\t S1:n:1te, sign their names to 1h
all profo~o who uu.- not sheets, l hey
rear
th •
yet lenur ·ll mu ·t luvi: 1Jteir
profo or mighl find
ut
classes nu them out, ,md
w110 wrote what The sheet~
rerurn them 10 bis epan- 3Ic not the onl} way
menl beau
Jepartmem head evaluates
Whal do the sheets h111 professorS, but it is an
amount to'! According to
important way If a student
Or. Da hi Alvirez, depart- doe\n't tell !he truth, how
ment head of th Behav- will 1f he known Dr. lviro.i
ioral Scicnc\$, it could pre- asks
vent som~one from gelling
a promo1ion: a te11chcr withOr. Von nde feels that
tudents didn't take advanout tenur1: isn·t really hred,
he jusr I n't asked hack. tage of m king written
Ahhou1th
students .:ominepts on lbe ~ck of
usually don·1 see direct
results of lhe evaluation
heets, department huads do
use them to work wilh
professors of heiI departmenL Or
lvi.n:7. WBIChes
for oonlristent patterns oo
lhesheet11for lus deparlment.
He then discu ses them with
lbe profo.o;sor rnvolvetl If
Student :.it Pan Amencan
the
adverse
comments
University can receive up 10
continue, direct action is
taken.
45 hours credit lhrough
The prosent form of ~xaminatio n , according lo
evaluation sheets bemg used
Romulo D. Martinez, Placeis computeri7ed. According ment Office director.
to Dr, Ted Von
nde,
former premdent of the
AccordJng to Martinez,
Foe.uJLy ·cnale (authors of
U e form), the computerized ll1<.lrc are four methods by
form . houldn't alter results. which studcn~ can receive
Dr. Alvmu feels that it will credJC by exammatJons. The
be a mu h more cffecuve College
En1ra.nct, Exam

the sh,.rnt.
Or. i\lVi.r~z
solves lhili for 111 · Behavioral ~1enc~ by t.1dding a
sheet of paper .at 1he end
of lhl!' form w11J1 qu stions
and spaces for lhc ::,tudent
to give h1~ peroonal feelings
of a profes or and his
class
Acconling to Dr. hire:i
all pr f•\sors should require
tuden1S to fill out th
forms-it could he a way to
keep the profe$
from
getting sloppy. Some professors are already having
the fl1rms filled 001 on a
volunteer basis.
Studtnts may not feel
that they often have a
chanc~ lo let anyone know
how they fuel about a cl3ss.
With the evalnaLion sheet,
they can expres · their
opinion , and make them
nown to each department
head,

Credit Available
By Examination
Board
ctuevemcnl Test
and the Advanced Pl.icemen I
Test Program
am two
methods by which high
chooJ students can obtain
colle e cred1r hours, pro•
vided th y discu i;
,nd
arrange
11
with
their
department bead.
The·
two tc I
are
standardized. The Advanced
Placement Test 1s designed
by th1: blucational esting
Service and both may be
taken only while lhcsttJdent
i:; in high ~chool.
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CONSTRUCTION STILL UNDERWAY AT THE LEARNING RESOURCECENTERThe $4.S million LR building is hll being constructed". The building 11,;hich c ven a
total area of 141,000 square feel is t to be completed som 11me in 1977 ,

Veterans Eligible For GI Bill
1r pt:eulations prove
correct, Vet ran • oordinator Derly Guajardo expects
about
I 00
new
veterans on ca.mpu u!ling
the G.I. Bill this · seme ter.
University figures as of
Oot 15, 1975, showed a
total of 1,246 veterans reglslo!red for the fall eme tcr.
onstituting
the
largest
group on campus, tltls figure
indudes 126 female veler11n
(including war orphans.)

A scMce available to
veteran
l PAU is tutorial
assistance.
According to
Guajardo, t:ach veteran is
elig:ihle
S720 worth of
tutonng durintz his college
career. pa.id by the Veterans
Admhustralion. With $60
availabl1: per month, the
veteran can choose his own
tutor, grunted that the l!-'~or
is approved by the spec1r1ed
depar1 rnent of sl udy. This 1s
individu11I tutoring, Gpajardo
stressed, and approximately
20 perc nt or I he vetera.n

ror

lake

advantage

01

service.

Ir anyone knows a veteran
who isn't ta ing advantage
of services available to him,
Cuajartlo lil.lggests he be
reminded !hat a full-11me
PAU stutl1:mt veteran receives
S270 a month, wiU1 one
dependent. tile amount
S32L
For further mfom1.i110.n,
the number to call 1s
381-2~80, or see Guajardo
per onally in Emilia H:ill 101 ,

A veteran eligible for the
-I
Bill, uccordmg lo
,uuJardo, is any male or
femule who erved 18 l days
or more of active duty in
any of the armed forces
of lhe Uruted States after
With final enrollment
per cent al the Brown ville
The third method tor Jun. 31, 1955. Guajardo
JANUARY
enter which cummtly has
obtai11ing
cred L
by added that there have been figures not due lo bm r~leased
n1any misconceptions about
SOS stud..:nt enrolled In
l7 Bas.ketball game, Pan American Univer~ity examination is the ollege the bill presently in Congress Wltil next week, 1he total
at this pomt stands al 81 1 58
comparison to final totals or
Level F am Progrum which
Arlington PAU gym 8 p.m.
concerning school funding enr-olled for prin& eme ler
479 last sprin .
is
available
to
Pan
m
''R1<, Roundup", Sheriffs Po
Arena students. This progr m has for the GT. Tins hill, which classe , according lo Bill
7 p.m.
has been pas ed by the U.S.
Moms indicated that st1.1director
of
23 •
Basketball game, PAU vs Te:xa A & l, PAU 24 courso available to stu- Ho use of Representatives, Morris,
d~nts who find their instrucad.missions.
dents
ru1d,
according
to
gym-8 p.m.
temunates school funds ror
tors don't havetbe.m enrolled
24 "Rio Roundup". Sherifr Posse Arcno - Martine7 , is the one most only Lhose service men who
Tb.is figure is up 14 p~r on their cl ~s IISTs should •o
used by students because
7 pJn.
JYed after Dec. 31, 1975. cent at Pan Am ·ri n Uni- by the Atlm1 sions OHicc ill
26-Feb
Rio ·rande Valley Women !I Pro TenntS they can take the t I while
versity from lasl year's the Administrot1on Build1n1
- Tournament - PAU Tennis Stadium - A attending Pan Am. For the II does not affect thos
fil')al spring enrollment tot l
I OS Lo have the matter
student to be able Lo take alre dy re eiving tht" G.I.
scheduled.
8111
of 7.183 and is up 5.5
feared up
16 •
Basketball Game, PAU vs S Baptist, PAU [he tesl however, ht! must
nol
have
enroned
in
the
.
,
.
,
----------,.;
gym -8 p.m.
31" Rjo Roundup'. Shenft•s Po ·e Arena - coun,e he wllihe.s to IJke. by
exam, and he mulit sign up •._.-.__,_....,_.,____
7pm
for the exam . Martiliez
FEBRUARY
advises the studelll not to r-:---tmi-:t-,,e~ll'!lf=.!~!111-~
take the test. unle he has
IFinals - Rio Crande Valley Women'i. Pro the background for 11
Tennis Tournament, PAU Field llouse
The fourth met hod for----,-.
3Lecture· '"irutuu: bock • Where Will
btainmg credit ts I hrough
Women Be in the 2 I st Century'' - Dr. Arthur
the Locul xaminal1on~ for
Linsk y, PAO Ballroom - 7 p.m
These u rns are
Basketball game, P U vs llou loo Baptist, Credit
desig.nctl by the 1hffen:nt
PAU gym -8 p.m
I
7Rio Grnnde Roadrunners, 11 mile men, S tlepartm~nt · al P, U. I here
are
7
courses
:1v:1iluble
mile women, J mile 14 and under, Hidalgo
lhrough lhc LocaJ xamina- ;
County Cou.rthoust: • 9 a.m .
Bll..~ketball gamt: PAU vs Uenvi:r. PAU tions for redit,
gym-8 pm
A su ccs.-;ful compklio
·• R10 Roundup"
he riffs Po.\~ Arena
of asuh1ect exarnin;.111 11 wit
7 p.rn.
14 ''Rio Roundup". Sheriff's Pos~c A1ena - he recordlld on the student'
official lrnnscnpt, but n
7 p .fll
16 •
Basketball gamt:. l'AU vs Te
· u1heran, failure will be ri:confod
There IS a fee 101
c [L-~ - - - - - - - - - - - 1
PAU m -8 p.m
17-22
exam1n:11Jon rangrni fro
"The Crucible". a :lr.ima b.,Y rthu• lllh:r
$ I 5 for the Local · Xii III rna
PAU Studio Tbealrv - 8;15 p .m.
20.
liun~ for Creuit to $2
Basketboll game, PAU vs Sul Ross, PAU
for lhi: Advancement Place
gym• 8 p.m.
men( J st Program
"The rucible". a drama by Arthur Miller
PAU Studio Theme · : 15 pm.
WHIT£ HOT DESIRES MELTING GpLD PRISON STEEL
''Rio Roundup", henffs Poss.: Arena
Exam forms and fut1her
7 p.m.
informal ion may be oh28 Mtss dinburg Bu uty J>agcan1 Edmbu,
iained by going by the
ttigb
hool Gym - 7~30 p.m
Plac.emen1 Office, C 116
"Rio ou.ndup", She.riff P ~ee rena •
7p.m
li) •JlJANIJA 8!-IOWN • ROBERTA COLL1NS • fRICAGAVIN
"Sweet harity" dance, Ac1Mty enter
O
ELLA REIO , RAINBEAUX SMI fH • arid ~Rfil'RA sri;_@

Calendar of Events

Morris Reports
Enrollment Figures

'

AVAGED ••.
SAVAGED ...

t:it!~I;!)

29-

8:30 p.m.

Hidalgo lo Edinburg 26 mile l am th on Race 1:30 p.m.

\111t,.,o,,J~•.,.

~i~I:

,11,J llAIHAl<00/',1\ •l~ ... ,,.. .... 11t~IIV,._l'\,RU1l

LAS'P DAY THURS. -

l"'

~,l}IIIJ

~r
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Prer,ielD Sho1D
Up With People will be
on campus at the University
Circle Thursday at ll :30a.~.
for a preview show of theu
Feb . I petfonnance at the
Civic Center Auditorium of
McAllen. The Universitf
Center Program Couo~il
(UCPC) and KGBT . ra<tio
and television in Hurlingen,
are sponsoring the Up With
People concert Feb . 1.

************

•

Tewscope *************

Psgchologg

Meeting
The
Pan
American
University Psychology Club
will have its first meeting of
the spring semester Jan. 30
at 7: 15 p .m. at the home of
Susan McCabe jn Edinburg .

periodicals which had not
been checked out were
returned. The replacement
cost would have been more
than $JOO , Piety said.
Many books were turned
in after being overdue for
more than three years. A
book was turned in with a
cheek out date of I 965.
This was Pan Am's record
for the longest overdue
book.

Club members and PSY·
cbology
instructors
are
invited to attend , according
to the club president.

Facult;y
Senati!

Amnesty Week

The FacullySenaieof Pan
Amencan University will
hear a report concerning the
use ofthestudent-evaluation•
of-teaching Coons today al
3:30 p .m. in the Business
Administration building 119

Overdue books returned
to the Pan American Library
during
last
semester's
Amnesty Week totaled 450,
according to John Piety of
the library 's acquisitions.
Some bound volumes of

W-mt.er
Workshop
Pan American University
will be the site of a winter
workshop sponsored by the
Rio Grande Valley Association for Children with
Leaming Disabilities on
Jan . 31.
The session from 9 a.m.
to 12 :30 p ,m . will be held
in the University Ballroom .
Dr. Owen Caskey, dire tor
of Instructional Research al
Texas Teel\ University at
Lubbock, will speak on
"Sugge tive-Acc~lerative
Learning.''
The session from I:30 p.m.
to 3:45 p.m. will be held in
Science Auditorium L. Julia
Hogg of the C. G. Jung

of Hidalgo , bought within the last JO
Center in Houston will Corporation
days.
present a film titled "The County.
.
Night hours for the
The conference will meet
Story of Carl Gustav Jung."
Bookstore will be 6:30each Monday, Wednesday
8:30 p,mRefreshments will be and Friday from 7-10 p.m.
served and door prizes will in the Business Building
Auditorium.
be awarded .
Enrollment
will
be
Pan Am students and
faculty interested in attend- limited to 40 persons. Those
ing the wo.r.kshop can mail interested in registering for
reservation checks for $S to the seminax may contact
Dr. Kuo -Wei Lee, PAU
Hilda Lewin, 500 Wichita Gabriel Garcia at 687-1191 . associate
profe sor
of
No. 23, McADen, Texas
govemmc:.nt,
has
been
78501.
selected to h.ave his biography published in the
1975-76
Bicentennjal
Memorial Edition of «The
Personalities of the South."
An abstract of Lee's
The University Bookstore
will be open tonight and arlicle, ''A Study of Social
for students en- Background and Recrui1A two-week seminar for Thursday
rolled in rught classes to buy men t Process of Local Poli•
minority mall businessmen books and supplies, accord· tical Decision-Makers in
will be held at Pan American ing to Phillip Wright , assis- Taiwan;• has also recently
University Feb. 2-13,accord• tant manager.
appeared in the International
ing to Edna Villar, director
Wright said the bookstore studies of Politjcal Science.
of business programs.
would not be buying back
The same abstract has·
.Businessmen , executives books until May but will be also appeared in the Indian
in
labor,
government givmg refunds on books, Journal of Public Adminisaccoµn Ling, social security, provided
they've
been
tration in April-June, 1972.
employment
law-special•
ists will be the featured
speakeTS.

Dr. Lee
Honored

Bookstore
Hours

Business
Seminar

ana

The seminar will be spon•
sored by Lhe University's
School of Business and the
ationaJ Economic Development
Association
and
Associated City County
Economic
Development

Interview Dates Set
By Placement Office
of Pharr-McAllen has a
representative on campus
today . Kennelh C. Todd
wiU be interviewing business
degree majors i.nterested in
retan . December graduates
are preferred .
Dresser lndU5cries, rnc.,
Oilfield Pro di;tc ts Group is
Graduating . eniors are sending E. C. Doane on
advised by the Placement Jan.. 29 . TechrucaJ oilfield,
Office director, Romulo engineering and accounting
Martinez, Lo go by the office majors are sought. The job
and
make
plans
for locations will be in the
employment.
southwestern Uniled States
This week there are three or International areas.
companies seeking Pan Am
Chase Manhattan Bank in
graduates as employees.
New York is sendtng Kate
Montgomery Ward & o . Foley on Jan . 29 also.

The Career Planning and
Placement Office hou ed ia
University Center, l 16 at Pan
American ttas scheduled
many interview dates with
various u.rrounding and out
of
·tate agencies and
companies.

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

HAPPY HOUR
4:30 • 7:00 P.M.
ALL DRINKS

75e
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MUGS

•200

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

THURS., JAN 29

EDINBURG

~ trophy for winning the golf tournament a~ the ~temational

s Media
Conference _golf toumam~nt
Edinburg last
=
November. The inscnbed trophy amved from Lhe engraver

~

FRI., JAN. 30

~ f'llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

~

§

Roast Beef & Fish Burgers

MON., Feb. 2

Carne Guisada & Cheeseburgers

E
§

=

TUE. Feb. 3

I

Ham Croquettes w/pea sauce &
Beef & Noodle Casserole

~

ID

s recently
!

§
E=
E~

§i

=s
§ §

Ei!

THE WORLD'S CHECKER CHAMPION
Challenges You
TOAGAMEOFCHECKERSBYMAIL
If you would like to try your skill against_the Guinness
Book of World Records Checker Champion, send one
dollar and a self addressed stamped envelope to:

==

§i

11

I AL~:A~::~VED H
E ealads, vegetables, and desserts

1200 W. UNIVERSITY

~
MEDIA CONFERENCE CHAMP•• Os_ca_r Davila, P~U
5 Business Administration major from M1ss1on, show~ its

Fried Chicken & Spaghetti & Meat Sauce

§
E
§
§

LOUllll loUIS
11:IO • 2:30
4:30. 10:IO

Chicken Fried Steak & King Ranch Chicken

a

5

EXTRA LARGE PITCHERS

**

§

~

All for only $1.40

§~
§ !1i

§§

PHR SHAW
ONE CHECKERBOARD SQUARE

RIVER:,·:/.%~~::.....
Everything furnished Checkerboard-Checkers-Full Instructions

!:

i
§

§

i

s

i
~

I
s§
~
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Suicide: Death By Self-Infliction
She was lucky. She was
given a generous aUowance,
lived in a luxury apartment,
Editor's Note, ThiJ Is the drove a new car. She never
le(;ond In e thrcN part ,arles of had
to work her way
articles dealing with suicide through school. The world
among
univar,lry
nud1mu.
was al her fingertips; there
I n«;luded la the trua story of a
was
nothing
that
she
,tregedy that struck the famUy
ofa Pan Am coed.
wouldn't have been able to
get.
She was young attractive
What went wrong? No
woman from a nice family. one knows for sure. SpeculaShe had infinite opportu- tions only. Looking ba-ck at
nities available-so many Charlotte,
there
were
that an average perso.n could obvious
problems.
She
spend a lifetime dreaming was bright, but never found
about them. And yet, some- something in college that
thing was missing. Some- really intere ted her. She
thing couldn't quite click in had (larent who demanded
her life. At 21 Charlotte superiority from her. An
took a fatal overdose,of pills. extreme weight fluctuation
College students do have was a major concern, Wltile
thin, she was outgoing and
problems. There are strains happy.
When lhe fat Lime
that tile outside world came, he was depressed and
(or as lbey themselves call moody.
Dates
weren't
it the real world), is never frequent; she fell men only
aw.ue of. The majority of used her. She wanted to
students can handle the day- change schools-the current
to-day crises of school; pace was too fast for her.
those like Charlotte never
Problems,
. )'CS,
but
Jean,.
nothing unusual for college
Charlotte was a student students.
Why
couldn 'l
at a large Texas university. Charlolte handle it'/ She
By MARGOT HICKS
AND G£LBERT TAGLE

realized
something
was
wrong, and visited a psychiatrist for help. Rather
than help, she received the
tranquilizers she used,
Where are the answers'.?
Her family h..is none. Eaclt
member fell tremendous
guilt after the suicide. When
looking back at the family
relationship, each could
only see the unhappy times
that . they bad had w)t1h
Charlotte.
Each
,e t
personally responsible.
There are actually no real
answers. As in this case,
suicide is an escape an
alann.ingly large number of
people
take,
including
college students.
national on-campus
report shows that each year
I0,000 college students in
the United States attempt
uioide , but only I ,000
succeed.
In :1ll cases of suicide
the victim usually leaves
family members or close
wondeti.ng what
friends
part they may have had in
Ute dea!h, and how the
~uicide motivations may

have been warded off by
some show of concern.
As in Charlotte's .:ase,
the college students who
takes
his life
usually
has access Lo the materials
needed to remain stable.
Throughout life, we've
been told life tin its ups
and down , but unfortun3tely not everyone is able
to cope with them. Suicide
occu~ at Limes when it is
least ex.pected and to persons it is least expected
from.
A male student doing
well
in
his
university
work suddenly decides life .

is cruel because his parent
refuse to let htm move into
his own apartment and
because he can't a,.;cepl the
parents' refusal he foels a
shattering depression.
A yoi.ing female slightly
jealous of her roommate
whom she believes lo be
shaped
better, suddenly
commences to feel acts o
of hostility, not toward
the .roommate but toward
her own body.
What goes through the
mind of a victim moments
before he commits ·uicide?
A local doctor who wished
to
remain
anonymous.
believes the viclim a..:ts on

impulse after having failed
to lnterna11y and externally
solve the probJem that is
driving him to the point or
restlessness and de$peration.
Often, says the doctor.
thr victim dm:sn't look at
lhe
solutions
available,
but rather tend to elect
only that informal 100 that
will eventually lead hjm to
believe there is no hope.
Suicide is a tragedy. 11 is
also a murder, the killing of
oneself
by
oneselL
Furthennore, suicide is a
common law felony and
is unanimously excluded
fTom ]j fl" insurance coverage
policies.

Health Problem Services
Available To Students
Or. Theodore Gandy is
on campus Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons and
Wednesday mornings to see
the s1 udents with health
problem ,
according
to
Mrs. Dora Castillo, regi tered
nurse at Student Health
Service6.
"ff student have any
medical
questions, they
should come see me or
Dr. Gandy. He has been
bere a year and we've had
a good response from the
students,'' said Mrs.
Mrs. Castillo says the
procedures
to see the
doctor are Strople and en·
courages student to take
advantage of the doctor's
~rvices. Student Health
ervices are- located at Emilia
Hall in rooms 108-1 12.
"We lry to keep students
from waiting long, but
calling up to make an
appointment lirst is the
best
procedure." added
Mrs . Castillo.
The :.ervioes provided
at Health Services are free
of cbarge. The doctor gives
the student the initial dosage.
The
Student
Health
Services
were
allocated
$32,662
from
the

Wednesday
PAU Jaycees, BalJfoom, S.12p,m.
International Med.
Society. Sci. Bldg , 3, 6-1Q p.m.
Lambda Alpha, UC 306-306A,
6 •7 p.m .

St.ude.nu

tudent
service
fees.
Mrs. Castillo said this would
come out to about $-3.50 per
studenl. She said student
receive many benefits from
get
tltis amount. They
accident insurance, a qualified doctor on campus three
days a week., 1he inittaJ
dosage of the prescription
and counselinit.
"Immunization
shots
would cost about $6 al a
private doctor while we give
them free here. During registration we gave about JOO
immuniution shots and l 00

skin Lests," Mrs. Castillo
said.
Family planning services
are also available. "If tudents have any questions
concerning
this subject,
lhey should feel free to
come in and talk to me
about il and we'll work
something
out,"
said
Mrs. Castillo
"The important thing
1$ we arc here to help the
students 1n any way we can.
If for any reason wc can't
help. we know where to
send
the
student,"
concluded Mrs Castillo

Changing Majors
Is Simple Process
The process for changin~
a major is simple and sbould
be done as soon as the student change
his mind,
according Lo Helen Snider,
registrar.
The first lhing the sludent
should do is go to the
department of his new
major. A form must be

Tuesday
Am. Assoc, of Univ. Women,
Bellroorn, 6 :30-9:30 ,:i.m.

Wednesday

filled out stating his wish
to
change
the
major
previously declared.
The department of the
new major then sends the
form to the registrar's office,
Mrs. Snider said. The fonn
is then processed through
the computer. A notice of
the
change
of
minor is sent both to the
old department and the new
department.

The200th
Anniversary Of
The American
Revolution

fab.4
UCPC, Ballroom, 3-12 p.m.

Monday
El
Sol,
UC305,
5-6
p,m.
PAU Jaycees, UC306, 6:!JJ-7 p.m.
Phi Kappa T!'lltla, UC306A,

6 : 30-10 p.m.
P.hl Kappa Tau, UC307, 7-10 p.m.
BSU, Circle, 12 noon-1 p,m,

******·

Pt'ace cannot he kept
by force. ll can only be
achieved by understanding.
-Alber! Ein tein

EJCeo.tro Mall

787-7512
ALSO IN EOl~BUfllG
383-6&91

T•SHIRTS
JERSEYS
LEITER.ING
NUMBERS
BEAT TRANSFERS

Thursday
ME, UC306A, 7-10 p,m. PAU
Radio Club, UCYI/-3Cf'1A, 7.9 p.m.
HEP, Ballroom, 8 - 11 :50 p,m.
S1udent1'
1n1em-ationa1 Med.
Sochnv. Sci. Bldg. 3, 6-10 p.m.
UCPC, Circle, 12 noon

PAU COVERED WALKWAYS RARELY USED- It woul(,l be alot less time consuming if lhe halls in Liu: LA building were as empty as this walkway near lhe Science
building is. With miles of sidewalks on the Pan Am Campus students and fac11lly prefer
the uncovered grass paths that cul the di lance in half and are less harsh in exercise.

Guitar

Instruction
by Dan Coy

Beginner,s
Intermediates

PHOTO-SHIRTS
CUSTOM
PRINTING
Fe.\ SCHOOLS, CLUBS,
CBURalGROUPS 8'

Adnanced
181-2886

<mlER
ORGAMZAflONS!

Coffee
House
Wed Feb. 4th

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
8P.M. to 12P.M.
25' With PAU 1.0.
General Adm lssion 50'

***

lnternationa, -toffees-Popcorn
Donut Holes-Munchies

*

IN THE U.C. BALLROOM

)
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Guerra Bags 1,000; Broncs Rip A&I
Rogers Maintains
Hot Scoring Pace
11tion·tJ
high
orer
bo rd·.
I ~hall Rog N led his team
Th
n lion. I
in scorin with Jr, point:.
champion~h1p ,
t11J well
nm:1 ,ilbert 'in 11ppcd entttnched tnl.dinburg, ven
then ts tor 35 whll~srobbm
though Roger.I h s 1;ho1
14 rebound ,and ophomore• under rhi ve i!t' the la
ub Cn ,. n:ia e plodcJ for
two game . Rogc~. onng
20 pomts wlule comin off
n t 36 point in the last
the bench: bui
these
two even! , ha dropped hi.
onnp a hic.vcrnent tnok 11
averag a 1a ·1Jy one-tent.h
, one-g.,me back at to the I 6- of
point.
1t drop till
p int total m nagctf by Jc u
keeps him Mlmc five points
(◄ huy) Guerra.
p r game ah ad ofh nt- r
1"111: rc,1son for a lower
collegrnte compct1tor.
total meaning more is very
Ri,,
C,rande
1ty's
·implc, Th~• J I th of lho. c
ArnohJo CPrzza) Ven,1 tarted
16 p int wa the I 000lb
lu· fil'lt amc of the 19.. 5 ...6
c recr point of the longcampaign in o c;urpnsc mo11e
time Bronc J orite-su rd
by
oach lemon
The
uerra, In his fourth crowdBronc 1urncd to Courccnlcrs
tini111 year after gainin • AJIin aJJ hefor the ni It a
American honors I Roma
ov r, and they rc~-ponded by
a a high5ChO(lfer. lhe 5-10 tot amng I points h ·t C' ll
~is, maJor be :im the 12th them
Bronc in the hoot' hi. tory
The Bronc team•totaJ of
10 hn quadruple figures.
l'26 isthebcsteflort onngTh b1J1 bucket r.:amc at
wi e for the eason. lite wln
I 1: 29 left in the
ond half,
put, P n m at I 0-4 for the
when the Broncs were well
ye r with one game ( gain$l
on thelr w f to sewin_JUp
uth
Cuolin
B ph~t)
I 26-86 romp over haplc
being played Mond:iy niiJlt.
Tex
A I
nivc:t5it)' of
Th ,t •jme' re ult nd the
Klngsvdl • The game was
r •sulb of the I wo road games
momentarily topp ·d Jlter
th1 week li''ill ppear inn XI
the I 000-point hucket, and
wee ' i\ ue. ·
Guerra w
pre; entcd .,_,..th
The Broncs
·e oo
the g.tme h 11 for h1 efforts.
Hou ton 83('-tist tomorrow
ni ht und then scurry to
Cuerr.1 qui kly re-prtsenied
. b1Jene for rhe Uard1nlhc trophy to h mother,
Mrs. Jesus 0 , Gutrra r. S1mmons game on Saturday.
They re current!> 6-1 a&
of Roma, who was seittcd
home 11d 4-3 on the road,
near the Bron bench.
"' th 11
me rem 1run .
Guerra not only counted Sile
of tho contest:t an: on
for h1 16 point., be I o did
th.: ro d,
hat he like and Joe!
The Pan merican5, who
h st. core as i ts, in the
have two oft he bc · t one-two
wmnm effort. He tot Ued punch ct in the C A
14 for the night. and might thi ye:ir, are hopin for a
h ve brok n hi in e me
hot tr~»k that
I CVJY
r ord of 19, had not a them mro the plJyotti.. The
scoring
comoination
of
few ea y bucket been missed
R"o,ers nd Kin.& i the mo t
by his teammate .
pro Ii fie of :, ny Iwo o
cKin riddled the Javeltn
ieboun
a gam . 'o o,per
defeo. with 17 of 24 shot ,
duo an the country (on one
while hot hot Rog ~ on,;e
t .11n) n daun a combmed
ag .. in _proved accurate with
tot t a nigh .is these carom14 of 25 from the 0oor.
grabbing Bron .
Forw rd John
kDoweU
ballers l on the . ame team)
only ounted four point for in
the country. That oes for
the night, but he grabbed 11
th· reboundin1 team of Jung
ubounds to further Pun
and McDowell, who are
m•, fU1e control of the
both
11eraging 0\ler J 2

au

Pan American University
Jresent.s the

USTA WOMEN'S
PROFFESSIONAL TENNIS TOUR

Deadline,
Creep Up
Two 1ntr.1mural de dline
ans approaching lJ · ntramural tieadbc I. .Co-recreational
voUcybaU's cntcy de, dline
is Feb. 3 at noon. The la t
chance for intramural oftballers i. Fch . 20 at noon .
All interested partae houJd
lineup 1t Ille intramural
office in the old gym ,

featuring the

,

greatest young women players in the world

Officiam Named

playing for

For Intra Even-ts

$10,000

Ofri ial

.

.
1n prize money
11fE DATE: January 25 through February J

nm PLACE:

Pan American University
TICKET PR£CES:
on, Tu , Wed, & Thur ( Jan. 26-29) afternoon matches outdoor at Orville I. Cox
Tennis Stadlwn: $2 daily
Friday {Jan. 30) afternoon and evening mdoor match (quarterfinals) in Field
Bouse: $3
Saturday {Jan. 31) evening indoor matcties (semi-finals) in Field House: $4
,Sunday, {Feb. 1) afternoon indoor matches (finals) in Field House: '5
Series tickets; $15 (seven days)

Student Tickets: ½ Price
All indoor

reserved

FOR INFORMATION AU.: 381-%2%2
11ckets may be pw--chased in athletic o ce

for

rntromural

110UcybaU have been ppo1111 ed by the intramural

BSU

office. There arc three r
of th• e dew. 1 e individu.ih,
one for ea~h of tht three
Yollcyb If ourts that will be
m u. • C!lch c-dne lay nigh •
1 he court-I rer ~n: s re
o l"mu, Rkard Badillo,
Jc.u. (Chuy)C:u rr ,Genar

huu tro, Rene G rza, Felix

lnvite You
to go with us

to Waco ...
F, b. 6, 7, · 8

to at nd the

Leaders

..
Tra1n1n,r
Convention
Cost: 8.00
plus meals

~1ehi

omez and (,eor

l"hat cour1 i ~1tua cd
sourhwc r

rner

1n tht►

of th

JYm.

011.: urt-1, 1hc uthca t
omc1 01 the RYrn, will h •

Joe

,orn~z.

Pop

Valdez,

Sara
Rm ,
Retn Id
G3rnert, Jose Puente and
Rodney R ,bin on Th final
gioup, the northe:i l l'OUrt•:3

.,.,u

bun h,
lvarado,

e

Yoland

for

Raul
:ilcrio,
oli. , liaz r udlar,
,.iru, Rick (Home

Run

Jon

Ramir~1,.

And

Ro

lio

There ·111 h lhrc nights
ol isclion, all Wedni:sd ys ;
the} r ron1gJ11 (Jan 2 )
f"cb, 4 and fch. 11. The
a t ion
t rt
t 6 rm

and ~<inrmues till R p.m

FOR CLASSROOM
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL

THE

SCHOOL
ROOM
OF DICK OFFICE SUPPLY
1807 N.. 10th McAllen, 682-6306
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Professional Tennis Women
Keep Swinging This Week
The WfA-USTA Women's seed in the first Futures
Futures Circuit is in mid- event.
This SouLh Tex.as gel•
volley at Orville I. Cox
Tennis Stadium on the Pan together is the second in a
American
,;;ampus.
This serJes of 10 proposed Futures
-collection of tennis women meetings. Each week in
is trying on this, the second these tournaments, the four
stop oft'~ circuit, to win a women who reach the semispot for themselves in the finals will move up lo the
tour. The
Virginia Slims tournaments. Virginia S1im
Racquet Club of McAllen
At this time, about 30 and Pan American University
young tennis women who lire co-_sponsoring the present
have been regulars on the eliminations_
Virginia Slims tournament
In the first tournament.
line-ups are enrolled in the Marsikova and Lynn Epstein
Edinburg-based
tourney. of F lorida gained a Virginia
Some of those well-liked Slims spot by finishing first
females are Beth Norton, and second
in the St.
the U.S. nationaJ junior Petersburg finals. In U1at
champion: Helen Go11rlay of tourney, seven of the top
Australia; Regina Marsikova eight seeds lost their fir toi Czechoslovakia, who won rou nd match.
the fir I Futures TournaKemmer Shaw fell prey
ment; and Kris Kemmer to Ruta Gerwaitts while the
Shaw. who was the No. 1 No. 2 seed, Betsy Nagelsen,

lost to the eventual winner,
Marsikova. The journey to
1he top was not easy for the
young Czech player, she
suffered severe foot blisters
while playing her nine
matches. four of which
lasted three sets.
She came within one
point of losing-out altogether, when she was down
match-point
to
Harry
l:lopman's protege, Mary
Canllo. ln fact, lhe game was
so close lhal the two women
were both one point sway
from tournament death with
a game score of 7-5, 5-7,
6-6 and four points a piece
in the tie breaker.
Most of the players mentioned will be hobbing back.
and forth from the Fu1ures
Tour and the Virginia Slims
tour 11s the year unwinds.
The Futures Circuit wm

culminate with a $IO .000
final for the top eight
women of rhe year. l'hat
tourney will be Lhe week of
April 5 in a spot yet to be
n.amed.
Ticketsare ~till on sale for
the action here at Pan Am.
Today and Thursday the
admission pnce for the Coxstadium ac I ion 1s $_ a head.
Friday's quarter final action
is $3 a person, Saturday's
sem1-ftnal action 1s $4, and
the finals on Sunday will
cost each person $ 5. The last
three days of the tourney
will move inside the Fieldhouse and be played on the
Universily's artificial tennis

surface,
For Pan Am slu<lents and
personnel, all the
staled
prices are sliced in half for
entrance.

Ten Games Tonight

Intramural Volleyball Starts Spiking
PRO WOME N-- are playing on Bronc cou rts this very
week. This avid n e tter is in m id -swing during a recent m atch .

Men's and Women's intramu raJ volleyball is scheduled
to start today. The action
begins at 6 p.m. with six
teams talcing Ute floor on
three different courts. A
total of IO games are scheduled for tonight, the last
beginning at 7:30.
There are seven entrie~ in
the Men's leagut: lhi!> year,
while five sets ol" women

will vie for the feminine
crown. The Bi League (Men)
has the following entries:
H&PE Club,Campers,Smoke
83ters, APO. Latin Stars,
[K's No. I and (K's o. 2
The
Centennial
League
(Women)
includes
th.:
Campettes. Firebireds, Ii&PE
Club, Dorm Debs and Ladie
of Camelot as its members.
The games tonight look

* * *

like this: (6 p.m.) IK's o. 2
vs Campers, IK's No. I vs
Smoke Eaters, Latin Stars
vs APO. (6: 30) Ladies of
Camelot vs Fireb1rds, Dorm
Debs vs n&PE Club. IK s
o. I vs H&PE Club, (7 p,m.)
Latin Stars vs Campers,
Dorm Debs vs Campelle ·,
H&PE Club vs Firebirds and
(7·30) Dorm Debs v Ladies.
of amelot.
There will be 11 more
games next Wednesday. alsu
he>'nnin at 6
.m. The

Bronc Baseballers
Getting In Gear
For Spring Debut
Pan American's Bronc
baseball teom, the 1976
version, is less tha11 one
month from an
opening
· l
b ball
game. Th e tJIC ess ase
troops are now participaling
in intrasquad activitie antl
will continue doing--so until
the schedule starts.

110 N. 12th

American's,
wlule
the
Houston trip will feature a
four-game eries wilh Rice
Univer ity.
The tri--<:aptaios of th is
year' squad are ali returning

senior . They are first baseman Joel Kuen~tler, catcher
Ron Lair, and Pilcher Jack
Ewi:ng. All were integral parts

The 30-40 hopefuls for
this yeaT's squad have been
paced by Coach Al Ogletree
of last year's 63-7 squau,
and his assistant Reggie
wltich foll in Lhe playoff. lo
T redaway through seve·ral
the
National
Champion
days of calisthenics and
Univet"Sily
of
Texa
Longhorns.
running. Infield, outfield,
This year's bunch will
batting
practice
and
1
1
special dnlls also have been re Y argely on younger
the order of the early players, which is something
workouts.
a Bronc baseball team has
The Broncs will open at
not had Lo do in everaJ years.
home this year, for the The Broncs graduatea si>t
fi rst time in several years, starting outfielders, four
b u t will make lheiJ tradi- starl1ng
infielders,
one
t ional journey to llouston starting catcher and three
WA RMJNG UP-- fo r a m atch at Co x Stadium is ano th er early tn the schedule. Tht: often-used pitchers from
te nnis tou ri ng pro. The competition is due to win d-up opener is against Trinily th eir two-plattoon 197 5
Sunday night in Ute Fleldhouse.
Uruversity of San Antonio. roster.
1~ 1111rmmnn11111,11111mm1111111111111mn11111111111111111111111m1111m1111111111111111111111

GO BRONCS
=

§
i

106 N. ,
Sugar Rd .

mexican food
fresh everyday

::rr6\J

I

7 a,m- 7 p.mMon.-Sat ~

AIJ Beer

soc

4 mi Soulh 10th McAllen

Edinburg

M cA LLEN--1 412 HOUSTON-686 -66 71

,1

~~

~tl\(;4:,
\' (,\_\tl\C,

EOIN BUAG--216 N . 12 th -383 5082
OON N A--909 M ILLE A -464 -254 1

PHA R R--413 E CLA R K-787-943 1
WES LACO-- 1200 E. &th -968-6 039
M ISSION - - 12 01 CONW AV-585 -4575

Gallagher's Travels

1Nc.

S,_-i.t ,,~:9,. :l-.,.1 ~ ,,Ar,

ll'INf.U..,uU, fl\.>NNl"D

•
I

•<SQOr •"°"'-
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UA\ltL lfllv• ~•~t

5
E

5
=
.... -

~

383-2432

1~"..-c,t1

~

~=

I= THE ''S5'' SALLON I

=

gym

Best Wishes For 'lbe New Year

a long-time rival of Pan

§

competition will wind up
on Feh. 1 t with a finaJ
gathering ol eight .:onte ·ts.
There are acou h: of other
intramural deadlin~s coming
up soc,n
Co-rc.:reational
volkyball
entranb mu~t
make their intent ions knllwn
hy Feb. J at no,,n. while
sot"thaU entbus1Js1s must
come-t.kan by ~ell . 20 at
noon. The place to lay your
name on the line is 111 1hc
intramural office m lhe old

rT

'"""'1.l~1C'4tQ>.IU
llfNT it. CMS

T'ra11d
) ~1••

"*"

l'r \ .. ilf ..,, , ,.,. '1wr lilil't"'lt1,
I ro t,r ''--' "" Ji,, t wt•#~

c osn HO MOH TO IUY TlCllm HOM us • SIA

;~;~u2R3~ BRi414911E 686.\704 H;23~~~r4

115 W, MAHL

1 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m1111111111111111111111111111m1111111111111111111111111111a ....- - --

Pi~:'trrrA

2112 !',I. 10TH E HA~«:ISON
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Beauty Practices

Hazardous To Health
Editor's Note; Information for this article was
obtained from ''Focus"
magazine.
By Diana L. Banda

Today's woman takes
pains to make and keep
herself beautiful. Beauty
has always been an important aspect of a woman's life
throughout
the
world.
However. beauty to people
throughout the world has
different
meanings
and
different looks.
For example, female
babies of the Sordu tribe in
Ecuador have their skulls
elongated and Oattened by
means of boards tied around
the skull. This, according Lo
the Sordu. tribe. is a characteristic of beauty.
As means of making
themselves beautiful, women
of Chad sli l their lips and
insert large plugs until, in
WesLern eyes, they resemble
Donald Duck.
Did you ever consider
cars as a mark of beauty?
Men of various tribes in
New Gurnea carve tatoos
right into their skin and rub
the cuts with dung so they
will get infected and have
bigger sea cs.
UnHI the start of this
century,
the
Chinese
regarded sm.all feet as an
important mark of beauty.
To obtain small feet,Chi.nese
women went so far as to
bmd their feet. Their toes

were drawn up and doubled
back against the heel then
wrapped to prevent growth
of lhe feet. However, this
only resulted in making their
feet too small to even walk
correctly and this helplessness of the women came to
serve only as a male status
symbol.
Some Mayans o[ Central
America made their children
cross-eyed when babies by
hanging a ball between their
eyes. The babies would stare
at the ball and their
developing
eye
muscles
would eventually make the

baby cross-eyed .
As funny and ridiculous
as these practices may
sound to us, those of the
"kidus Americanus" are
probably ju t as ridiculous. to
people of other parts of the
world.
For
example,
Americans go on crash fad
diets to make theu body
more appealing, while in the
I 800's, kings of Burundi in
Africa forcefully fed their
wives makJng them so fat
they needed assistance to
stand up and walk.
When these practices of
people of other countries
are viewed on by Americans
they can be seen as harmfuJ
to the person's body and
health. However, the practices by the "kidus Americanus" to be in style are
probably just as harmful.
Crash fad diets can cause
mat-nutrition problems and
ate considered dangerous by

some doctors. The wearing
of high heels and platform
shoes may be viewed as
'weird. and dangerous by
people of other cultures in
the sense that they may
cause skinned knees, twisted
ankles, pulled ligaments or
shortened calf musoles. T11e
teasing of hair by some
persons risks scalp damage.
Howe\!er, all is done in the
name of Cashion.

Scholarships
Aooilable
Through Graz

CONSTRUCTION AT THE NEW LIBERAL ARTS BUILDING-Workmen
·
nearing !he end of construction on the new four story LA Building.
are rapidly

Dr.

Arnulfo Martinll'Z,
vice president for InterAmerican Affairs and Inter·
national
Education, has
received scholarship information
on
study/travel
opportunities in Burope and
the Middle East through.
the Graz Center Program.
Participation
in
the
Graz Center is made avail·
able to Pan America!\ students by membership in
the Asscociation of Colleges
and Universities for Lntern atio n al - 1ntercultural
Studies.
,
Those intetested should
contact D.r. ·· Martinez at
381-2131 for catalogues,
application forms and other
.information.

I

'save $20

texas instnnnents
slide rule
Model sa.sr,"
calculator

7995

Select fall &

Winter merchandiae

½

Price

Performs au classical sllde rule
functtons • simple arithmetic, reclprocals, fac:torlals, exJ)Onentlatlon,

.

.

roots, trigonometric and logarlthmlc
functions, all In free floating declmal
p0lnt or scientific notation, Memory,
sumeflon .

save $30

texas instru111nt,,
scientific

calculat•
Ml1i'iy Eittra
Bargains In
Pantsuit., - Dresses
fl.bng & Short~and

C6-drdina tes.d r-<!I

Cash Only

(reg. 149.95)

'there's Even

·Nol Refunds

GREATfR BARGAINS

No Exchanges

In The

BankAmericard
& Ma;;tercharge

Welcome

Model SR•51A

.CLOW
WEAR THE LOOK OF TODAY

FOR A LOVELY TOMORR0W

~lu ~"""4''' fS1x. d11e.

22(U0.lJTH O.OSNES

PHONE

iWNB.IJRG, TEXAS 78539

.~2501

Performs logarithms, trigonometries, hyperboflcs, oowets, roots,
recfprocals, factorials, llnear regression, mean, variance, standard
del/latlon, 3 me~es, metric conversion," delta pe'Weflt.

southwest calculato,s, inc.

